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ABSTRACT 
QA bearing technologies Ltd. (hereafter QA) is a custom manufacturer of bearings in a variety 
of types and sizes. This research concerns one of the processes in QA’s bearing manufacturing 
in which the individual bearings, once assembled, are packaged to prevent corrosion and 
attack from any environmental influence. QA currently employs a manual process, which is 
time-consuming and significantly limits QA’s productivity. This greatly raises a need to 
improve this process through the design of an automated process for bearing packaging. 
Various kinds of packaging machine are available in the market for this application. However, 
most of them are designed for general packaging purpose and simply combining them may 
result in the functional overlap as applied to the packaging process. This research aims to 
design an automatic bearing packaging system (ABPS) based on an advanced design theory, 
i.e., Axiomatic Design Theory (ADT).  
In the first part of this research, a set of general functional requirements (FRs) and 
constraints (CONs) were defined specifically based on the needs from the customers. All 
FRs were maintained independent to each other such that the following design wouldn’t 
result in functional overlap. Then, design parameters (DPs) in general level were created to 
satisfy the defined FRs, each being a functionally independent subsystem consists of both 
custom-design components and products existing in the market. The second part of the 
research was to decompose the FRs and DPs based on independent axiom of ADT into 
further levels until the conceptual design was accomplished. In this process, acceptable 
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alternatives in different hierarchies were proposed for comparison in the decision making 
process. Also, the relationship between FRs and DPs in the same level was always 
maintained one-to-one, which allows readily for modification in future, if needed.  
In the third part of this research, the information axiom of ADT was utilized to find the best 
solution from alternatives. For this, each alternative was evaluated in terms of the 
information content that reflects the possibility of satisfying the objective FR. The one with 
least information content was determined as the best alternative. As a result of this research, 
two solutions with different degree of automation were recommended for the bearing 
packaging system. The first solution is featured with higher degree of automation and 
capable of packaging bearings with limited human interface and as result, the total cost for 
its implementation is relatively high. The second solution integrates semi-automated 
machines and simplified sealing strategy and as such, the cost for its implementation is 
significantly reduced.   
After the conceptual design is complete, ADT is further applied in the detailed design level for 
oiling system with custom-designed components and mechanism. For the design of certain 
DPs, the design process applying ADT is used to compare with conventional methods, proved 
to be more efficient and simplified. Eventually, the final solution proposed for the detailed 
design of oiling system is consistent with independent axiom of ADT. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Background Information 
Packaging is the science, art, and technology of enclosing for distribution, storage, sale, and 
use[1]. The packaging process generates a subtle cooperation between product and packaging 
with the aim of fulfilling the needs of the product end-user as well as the manufacturer and 
the distributor.[2] The fundamental functions that packaging must perform could be 
generalized as protecting, containing, preserving and communicating the product [3]. 
Obviously, all products must be contained in order to provide easy handling, distribution, 
warehousing and transport [4]. For most food products, preservation is a vital function of 
packaging which ensures that the product is sold fresh [5]. The communication function of 
packaging is required at the retail point of sale, to meet the preference customers and to 
improve the competitiveness of the product [6].  
In manufacturing industry, packaging process is commonly considered as an important part of 
the integrated manufacturing process, due to its irreplaceable functions.  General requirements 
of various packaging systems in manufacturing industry include physical protection, barrier 
protection, containment, marketing, security, convenience, and information transmission. 
According to the customers’ requirements and the characteristics of the product being 
packaging, more than one of the aforementioned functions should be realized by sequence in an 
integrated packaging process. 
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For the bearing packaging concerned in this research, the general requirements need to be 
specified and defined based on the particular characteristics of bearings. Physical protections, 
corrosion barrier, convenience for storage and information transmission compose the major 
objectives of bearing packaging. Specifically, evitable motions that could lead to damage of 
contained product should be eliminated. Meanwhile, to prolong the shelf life of the bearings, 
barrier protections against oxygen, water vapor, dust, etc. are necessary. After appropriate 
protecting treatment applied in series, the bearings should be arranged into standard container 
before storage or being shipped to customers. Additionally, the final package should be labeled 
with information concerning how to use, transport and recycle as well as other specific 
information required by the government. 
1.2  Research Motivation 
QA Bearing Technologies Ltd. is a custom manufacturer of bearings in a variety of types and 
sizes. This project concerns one of the processes in QA’s bearing manufacturing in which the 
individual bearings, once assembled, are packaged to prevent corrosion and attack from any 
environmental influence. QA currently employs a manual process (Figure 1-1) and it consists 
of four individual steps: (1) oiling – coating each bearing with a metal preservative oil, (2) 
wrapping – wrapping each bearing with a volatile-corrosion-inhibitor paper, (3) bagging 
– sealing each bearing in a plastic bag, and (4) boxing – packing each bearing in a cardboard 
box. This manual process is time-consuming and significantly limits QA’s productivity. This 
research is to improve this packaging process through the design of an automated process for 
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bearing packaging. The outcomes of this project is expected to lead to automation of the 
bearing packaging process at QA, and thus having reap technological and economic benefits 
for QA.  
 
Figure 1-1 Manual bearing packaging process  
1.3  Research Objectives 
The aim of this research is to perform a comprehensive study on the application of axiomatic 
design theory (ADT) to the design of bearing packaging system at QA. Specifically, the 
following objectives are set in this research.  
The first objective is to define the general customer requirements and desired attributes that 
completely characterize the functional, environmental and economic needs of the intended 
automated bearing packaging system. On this basis, a set of general FRs and constraints will be 
determined to satisfy customer needs without fidelity. Besides, to stimulate new and creative 
ideas in the subsequent design process, the FRs are defined in a solution-neutral domain, i.e., 
defining FRs without thinking about the solutions 
The second objective is to create alternative design solutions for automated bearing packaging 
system based on the FRs identified. This creative process must conform the independent axiom 
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of the ADT, in which the decomposition from conceptual levels to detailed levels is performed.  
According to ADT, among all designs that satisfy the Independence Axiom of the ADT, the 
design with the least information content (defined by the logarithmic probability of satisfying 
the FRs) is the best. Therefore, the third objective is to evaluate the information content of 
each alternative created, and to seek the best solution based on ADT.  
1.4   Brief Review of Related Studies 
In most design practices, design decisions are made based on experience rather than the use of 
a systematic methodology. Although experience is important because it generates knowledge 
and information about practical design, empirical knowledge alone is not sufficient, as it is not 
always reliable, especially when the context of the application changes [7]. In such cases, an 
initial prototype machine is required for testing and debugging until it works, which is time 
consuming and costly [8]. Compared with such heuristic or empirical design approaches, ADT 
is commonly accepted as a more systematic and effective method, creating a scientific 
foundation for the design field and guiding designers to make correct design decisions with the 
highest probability of success [9, 10]. Besides, since the increased inter-related parameters and 
subsystems of today’s systems in such fields as engineering, business and government, ADT 
becomes more important due to its capacity to reduce the complexity of developing existing 
design at low cost and on time [9, 11, 12].  
The framework of ADT simplifies the design issues and makes it easier to analyze the system 
design problems [13, 14]. In ADT, Suh describes that design consists of four domains: the 
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customer domain, the functional domain, the physical domain and the process domain [9]. 
Firstly, needs from customer and desired attributes of product together comprise the customer 
domain. Then, customer needs can be expressed in term of FRs and CONs in functional 
domain. Afterwards, DPs are selected according to axioms provided to satisfy the FRs and 
constraints, which can be considered as a mapping process from functional domain to physical 
domain, which represented mathematically by [9]: 
 {FR} = [𝐴𝐴]{DP} ⑴. 
[A] is the design matrix, representing the relation of interaction between FRs and DPs. Finally, 
a process that is characterized by process variables to achieve DPs is developed.  
ADT has two main axioms to ensure an effective design, i.e., Independence Axiom and 
Information Axiom. The Independence Axiom deals with the interaction between functions 
and physical parameters to ensure the controllability of design, while the Information Axiom 
focuses on the complexity and stability of design to achieve the best design.  
During design process, the system structure is represented by FR/ DP hierarchies in ADT [15]. 
The FR/DP hierarchy, presenting how a system is configured in terms of FRs, DPs and design 
matrices (DM), captures the essence of the system and decomposes the system into connected 
components with clear relationships, thereby facilitating tasks of organizing and modifying the 
design when necessary. 
ADT has been widely applied in industry [16] and successfully combined with many modern 
design methods [17-19]. Thielman et al. utilized ADT to evaluate and to optimize the reactor 
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cavity cooling system, aiming at constructing a quantitative tool that is applicable to 
Generation IV nuclear reactors systems[20]. It was also applied in the development of 
concept, design and fabrication of the prototype and implementation of the control system for 
automobile suspension system [21]. Besides the aforementioned applications, ADT has also 
proved its advantages and effectiveness in other fields, such as design of manufacturing 
system [10, 22, 23], development of software systems [10, 24], evaluation of mechanical 
system [25], design of machine control system [26], improvement of special robot [27], 
optimization of automobile assembling process [28], as well as organizational design [29]. 
In this research, ADT is utilized ⑴ to evaluate the existing packaging process and ⑵ to 
determine the best design among all possible design solutions, including existing machines and 
specially designed new components in oil spraying system. Besides the two main principles in 
ADT, the representation of system architecture will also be applied to contrive the intended 
automatic bearing packaging system. 
1.5  Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of six chapters. In addition to Chapter 1, the remaining five chapters are 
briefly described as follows.  
Chapter 2 outlines the axiomatic design theory, including independent axiom and information 
axiom. These two axioms assist the designer in finding creative solutions, then to decide the 
best one on the basis of the information axiom. Considering the decomposition design 
process in ADT, a FR/DP hierarchy is applied to represent the design structure in this 
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research. 
Chapter 3 presents the conceptual design of an automated bearing packaging system by 
applying ADT. Customer needs are identified and summarized according to the desired 
features and characteristics from customer; and the FRs and the CONs in the highest level are 
defined for the system design. On this basis, the design parameters in physical domain are 
created to satisfy the FRs based on the independent axiom. One-to-one relationship between 
DPs and FRs has been achieved. Chapter 3 also presents the decision making process based 
on the information axiom to find the best one within the alternatives. As a result, two 
conceptual design solutions with different degrees of automation level were recommended for 
the QA bearing packaging automation.   
Detailed design based on ADT for custom-designed parts and components in oiling system is 
presented in Chapter 4. The DPs and FRs are decomposed into different levels (up to 7) in the 
design process. Also, the design process based on iterative calculation and that based on ADT 
are compared with one another; and the results illustrates that ADT is capable of determining 
the values of multiple DPs that yield the desired performance. 
Chapter 5 presents two recommended design solutions with block diagrams illustrating the 
working process, both of which satisfy the essential functions, i.e., enhancing the automation 
level while improving the working efficiency and reducing the labor cost. 
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions drawn from this research as well as the summary of 
achievement regarding the research objectives.  
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CHAPTER 2.   OUTLINE OF AXIOMATIC DESIGN THEORY 
The world of design is made up of four domains: the customer domain, the functional domain, 
the physical domain, and the process domain [9]. This domain structure is illustrated in Figure 
2-1. 
 
Figure 2-1 Four domains of the design world 
In axiomatic design, a set of FRs are firstly defined to satisfy the needs and requirements from 
the customer and desired attributes of product or system, and then the physical embodiment 
that characterized in terms of DPs are determined to fulfill the decided FRs satisfying the 
Independence Axiom and the Information Axiom, by which the resulting system or product 
could be ensured as the best design. This mapping process between FRs and DPs is 
mathematically expressed by Eq. ⑴. The FRs and DPs must be decomposed until the design 
can be implemented without further decomposition, thereby resulting in complete system 
architecture composed of FRs’ and DPs’ hierarchies. These hierarchies of FRs and DPs and the 
corresponding matrices represent the system design. The decomposition of design structure 
cannot be carried out within a single domain, but be completed through zigzagging between the 
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two adjacent domains until the design task is accomplished.  
Two major axioms in ADT, i.e., the independent axiom and the information axiom, help to 
create acceptable design solutions and to determine the best one. These two axioms derived 
from the generalization of various design practice are proven to be effective to find a satisfying 
design solution. 
2.1  Independent Axiom 
The first axiom- Independence Axiom- states that “when there are two or more FRs, the design 
solution must be such that each one of the FRs can be satisfied without affecting the other 
functional requirement” [9]. That means specific DP should be adjusted to satisfy only its 
corresponding FR without affecting other FRs. From view of mathematical expression, design 
matrix [A] must be either diagonal or triangular to satisfy the Independence Axiom. Each 
element Aij in design matrix relates a component of the FR vector to a component of the DP 
vector. If the design matrix is diagonal, each FR can be determined independently by only one 
DP, which is the case of “uncoupled design”. If the design matrix is triangular, the 
independence of FRs can be guaranteed if and only if the DPs are changed in the proper 
sequence. Such a design is called a “decoupled design”. All other designs violate the 
Independence Axiom and they are called coupled designs. Therefore, when several FRs must 
be satisfied, designers must develop designs that have a diagonal or triangular design matrix 
[15].  
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2.2  Information Axiom 
In common cases, there exist many design solutions which are acceptable according to 
Independence Axiom. In order to determine the best design, the information axiom needs to be 
used, which states “Among all the designs that satisfy the Independence Axiom, the one with 
minimum information content is the best design [15] .” The Information Content of a design is 
defined quantitatively as the logarithm of the probability of fulfilling the specified FRs [9], i.e.  
 𝐼𝐼 = log2 1 𝑝𝑝�  ⑵. 
where p is the probability of satisfying all relative FRs. In practical problems, this probability is 
governed by the intersection of the tolerance defined by the designer to satisfy the FRs and the 
tolerance (or ability) of the system to produce the part within the specified tolerance. A 
logarithmic definition ensures that measure of information is additive, when the overall 
probability of independent events is the product of the probabilities of each event.  
The probability of success can be computed by specifying the Design Range (DR) for the FR 
and by determining the System Range (SR) that the proposed design can provide to satisfy the 
FR. The overlap between the design range and system range is called the common range (CR), 
and this is the only region where the FRs are satisfied. These three ranges are illustrated in 
Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2 the illustration of Design range, system range and common range for one FR.  
As is shown in the figure, dr represents the design range, while sr denotes for the system range. 
Besides, drl and dru represent the lower edge and upper edge of the design range respectively. 
The area under the curve of probability density function regarding the FR is the area of 
common rage, which is represented by AC. 
Then, the information content becomes [15]: 
 𝐼𝐼 = log2 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 ⑶. 
Asr denotes the area under the system range and Acr is the area of the common range. Since Asr 
= 1 in most cases, the design solution with largest area of common range is the one with least 
information content, thereby representing the best design, according to Eq. ⑶.  
2.3  Design Structure 
The system structure can be illustrated in several representation [15], among which the FR/DP 
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hierarchy is the most basic approach. Figure 2-3 is an example of the complete system design 
expressed by the FR/DP hierarchy. 
 
Figure 2-3 The FR and DP hierarchies 
The leaf (i.e. each FR of the lowest layer of each branch) is shown by boxes in blue. The sample 
design shown in the figure required three layers of decomposition to satisfy the 
highest-hierarchical-level FRs. The ‘leaves’ of the system shown in the figure are FR1, FR21, 
FR221 and FR222. Therefore, the higher-level FRs are satisfied by combining the ‘leaves’ 
according to the information contained in the design matrix. For example, if the design matrix 
is: 
  �𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅221
𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅222� = �𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 0� �𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷221𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷222�  ⑷. 
then the leaves FR221 and FR222 yield FR22 if they are combined following the sequence 
given by Eq. ⑷, since it is decoupled design. This combining process should be carried out for 
each leaf until the highest-level FRs are obtained. As a result, the overall system is represented 
in a structure where DPs in the lowest level, as input variables, ultimately control the final 
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output (FRs in the highest level) of the system. 
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CHAPTER 3.  CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ABPS BASED ON ADT 
In this chapter, the process of conceptual design is illustrated according to the design 
structure, which is based on the decomposition from higher level to lower level both in 
functional domain and physical domain. The FRs and CONs are defined according to the 
customers’ requirements. Then DPs in different hierarchies are designed to satisfy the FRs 
considering CONs at the same time. The proposed solutions of physical parameters have 
several alternatives in different hierarchies of design structure. The determination for the best 
solution will be based on the information contents evaluated for the design solutions. The 
design of the oiling system is also introduced within the conceptual design in this chapter; 
and the detailed design of customer-made parts and components is presented in Chapter 4. 
3.1   Customer Needs 
Packaging process is always important in the manufacturing process, for the purpose of 
physical protection, chemical protection, shipping convenience, security and information 
transmission for final product. Besides, depending on the types of product, specialized 
requirements may be put forward.  
The automated bearing packaging system is intended to replace the present manual process to 
package the bearings, once assembled. Given the special characteristics of bearings and 
particular environmental conditions, the Customer Needs (CN) can be summarized as 
follows: 
 CN1: Cost  
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The total budget for final design of the bearing packaging system, including cost of 
manufacturing new designed components and purchasing available machinery, is limited 
within $50,000. 
 CN2 : Performance 
The proposed design should possess satisfying performance such as reduced overall 
packaging time and set-up time, corrosion protection and physical protection. In particular, a 
five-year corrosive protection is intended given the fact that the bearings, may stay on shelf 
for such a long period prior to being sold and delivered to the clients. 
 CN3: Safety  
Safety design is required in the final solution to eliminate all factors that may lead to 
workplace injury and health hazard. 
 CN4: Adjustability 
The final design must be adjustable to incorporate all assembled bearings varying in size and 
weight. The operation of adjustment for each changeover should be simple and quick. 
 CN5: Convenience 
Packages should have features that facilitate distribution, handling, stacking, dispensing, 
recycling, and ease of disposal. 
3.2   Definition of General FRs and CONs in Functional Domain 
All CNs summarized above reflect the general requirements for the ABPS. However, in order 
to proceed with the design, the aforementioned requirements must be defined in terms of FRs 
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and constraints by mapping from customer domain into functional domain as shown in Figure 
2-1.  
FRs must be defined without thinking the solution with a focus on the function the system 
should perform. Moreover, FRs in higher level represent the design intent, while those in lower 
level organizing the details of design. That is to say, the general FRs in the highest level 
characterize the customer needs directly, and the decomposed FRs in lower level guide the 
creation of DPs in such a way that, once the DPs are selected appropriately, the detailed FRs 
will be satisfied and thereby satisfying the integrated FRs in the highest level.  
In the meantime, to limit the design solution within an acceptable range, a set of CONs need 
to be defined. Commonly, such CONs may include cost, line voltage, geometrical size or 
weight and appearance or aesthetic quality. CONs differs from FRs in that as long as the 
product designed is not in conflict with any constraint, then the solution is acceptable,  
For the ABPS in this research, the FRs in the higher levels are defined as shown in Table 3-1. 
According to this table, the ABPS is supposed to apply inner package (FR1) and outer 
package (FR2) to prevent potential damage during storage, shipping and handling. 
Decomposing FR1 into the second level, the resulted sub-FRs includes the surface protection 
for the bearings (FR11) and maintenance of the protection (FR12).  
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Table 3-1 Example of general FRs in higher level 
 
Furthermore, the FR12 could be broken down into the third level, consisting of 
moisture/oxygen elimination (FR121) and physical barrier against ambient air (FR122).  
In addition, from the table, it is obvious that FR121and FR122 in level 3 have more elaborate 
specifications than FR12 in level 2 does and the fulfillment of each one of these three FRs 
contributes to the satisfaction of FR12. This is achieved by a decomposition design method 
introduced in ADT. The decomposition process is carried on between functional domain and 
physical domain (shown in Figure 2-1), from the highest level to the lowest level as desired, 
until the design is completed as desired. This decomposition process will be discussed into 
details in Section 3.4. Besides the aforementioned FRs, a set of constraints are set for this 
design, which are shown as follows: 
 CON1- Cost within $50,000. 
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 CON2- Integrate automated solutions as many as possible to free up the workforce 
and to improve the productivity. 
 CON3- Flexible design that is adjustable for current bearings both in sizes and 
weights. 
 CON4- Sufficient concern for safety factors during the design to ensure safety 
production. 
 CON5- Operating convenience, especially realized by integrated control system. 
Constraints defined in this section reflect the expectations for the bearing packaging system 
in different aspects and direct the design when creating the solutions in following procedures. 
All of the constraints, except for CON1, specified for this design are open constraints, which 
have no clearly defined threshold value or limited range.  
Therefore, based on the constraints and FRs defined in this section, the design is carried on 
by choosing DPs that satisfy the FRs of same level, and keep mindful of the open constraints 
all the time. 
3.3   Creation of DP in Physical Domain 
According to the Independent Axiom introduced in Section 2.1, acceptable design solutions 
will be created in conceptual level in this section.  
As is shown in the design equation (Eq. ⑴), the design matrix [A] represents the relationship 
between FRs and the DPs created accordingly. Therefore, acceptable design could be 
identified by the type of corresponding design matrix. In this research, since the design at 
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present is focused on conceptual design, it is possible for us to create the DPs with a diagonal 
design matrix in most levels of design structure. That is to say, regarding any set of FRs and 
DPs in the same level, every DP has a one-to-one relationship with a certain FR. Therefore, 
changing of one DP can only change the performance of only one FR without affecting any 
other FR in the same level, which is in accordance with the independent axiom. Table 3-2 is 
one set of DPs created based on this one-to-one relationship with corresponding FRs in the 
first three levels shown in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-2 DPs created for FRs according to independent axiom of ADT 
  
Firstly, Table 3-2 shows that the number of DPs and that of FRs in the same level are always 
the same, which is consistent with the corollary that any design with different numbers of 
FRs and DPs are not acceptable design according to independent axiom. Secondly, each DP is 
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created to satisfy only one FR in the same level. That is to say, the change of any DP in 
physical domain will only change the related FR, without affecting any other FRs. 
Specifically, the oiling subsystem (DP11) is chosen to provide corrosion protection for the 
surface of bearings (FR11), while a vacuum-film sealing subsystem (DP12) is proposed to 
prolong the time of effectiveness (FR12) by a series of combined treatments. Accordingly, the 
design equation of the design in this level becomes: 
 �𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅11
𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅12� = �𝑋𝑋 00 𝑋𝑋� �𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷11𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷12� ⑸. 
where 𝑋𝑋 is either a constant or a function of DPs, representing the correlation between the 
specified DPs and FRs. In this case, the design matrix is a diagonal matrix where either upper 
or lower triangular elements are equal to zero. In other words, each of the FRs can be 
satisfied independently by means of one DP.  
Since all the design solutions in conceptual levels are designed to have a one-to-one 
relationship with corresponding FRs in this design application, it is essential to ensure the 
design matrix be diagonal. Table 3-3 illustrates the design matrix examination by an intuitive 
method for FRs and DPs in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 as an example. And the elements of 
design matrix for proposed design can be examined easily in any level. Consequently, by 
using this method, the independent axiom is always satisfied in this design. 
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Table 3-3 Representation of design matrix for DPs and FRs in three levels 
 
3.4   Decomposition within Conceptual Design Range 
After creating the DPs in the highest level to satisfy the FRs of same level, each FR should be 
decomposed into a set of FRs in the next level (i.e. sub-function). For example, FR12 as 
shown in Table 2.1 can be decomposed into FR121and FR 122, considering the selection of 
DP12 in superior level. The sub-functions are created in such a manner that the original FR 
will be satisfied immediately after the sub-functions are all fulfilled by chosen DPs of the 
same level. Specifically, combining vacuum operation (DP121) and film wrapping (DP122) 
yields different barriers against corrosive elements in ambient air for achieving a long-term 
protection (DP12).  
At last, after thorough decomposition in conceptual design levels, the lowest FRs with most 
detailed requirements must derive from FRs in the highest level, thereby directing the design 
in detailed level without changing original intent. For example, given the FR12, it is hard to 
come up with a set of combined treatments (DP121 and DP122) to satisfy the requirements. 
Only after FR12 is specified by two detailed sub-functions, the task of creating acceptable 
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DPs becomes much easier. 
In such a design process, this decomposition will be continued until the design is 
accomplished without further decomposition. Eventually, the lowest level of FRs and DPs 
should be detailed enough for processing and assembling. However, the objectives of 
conceptual design contain creation of innovative idea and exploration of suitable facilities in 
the current market, rather than particular parameters for manufacturing. Consequently, in this 
design the process of decomposition will be accomplished as long as the information is 
sufficient for choosing available equipment in the market and for decision making based on 
the calculation of Information content. 
In this decomposing structure, each DP of the lowest layer of each branch (i.e. each DP that 
does not need further decomposition) is defined as the ‘leaf DP’. The leaf DP is either an 
integrated subsystem that is available in the market or an essential component in of a 
custom-designed part of machine. Both kinds of leaf DP exist in the proposed design 
solutions as shown in the following conceptual design of system. 
 
3.5   Alternative Design Solutions Based on the Independent Axiom 
3.5.1  Oiling Subsystem 
The proposed oiling subsystem is to fulfill the function of continuously applying oil on the 
surface of the bearings. This functional requirement can be satisfied by one of such 
components as an automatic wire mesh conveyor (DP111), a spray coating subsystem 
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applying conventional spraying method (DP112), oil recycling subsystem (DP113) and a 
semi-enclosed spraying chamber for safety concerns (DP 114). The details of design structure 
under FR11 and DP11 are shown in Appendix A.2.  
The metal preservative oil, Quaker Ferrocote 5856 BF-T1, exhibits excellent corrosion 
prevention properties. Refer to the Appendix D.1 for the application sheet of Quaker 
Ferrocote 5856 BF-T1. 
Automatic horizontal conveyor 
There exist several structures of conveyor that are commonly used in industries. According to 
the design structure, three alternatives of DP111 are proposed for further evaluation. In order 
to compare the performance and suitability to the present application, one sample product is 
chosen for each alternative, and based on its specifications, the information content is then 
calculated for the decision-making process. 
a) DP111-A is a conventional sliding belt conveyor (shown in Figure 3-1). It is an efficient 
method that allows bearings to move rapidly through the oil coating process with the 
need of small storage space and with little labor expense. Model 104 Slider Bed Belt 
conveyor manufactured by Titan Industries is chosen in the present study. The 
engineering drawings and detailed specifications of the conveyor are supplied in 
Appendix D.2. 
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Figure 3-1 Conventional sliding belt conveyor [30] 
b) The second alternative type of conveyor is wire mesh conveyor (DP 111-B). The wire 
mesh conveyor belt is widely used in wide range of industries, including food processing, 
electronics, pharmaceutical, automotive, glassmaking, and printing applications. It 
overcomes the shortcomings of maintenance difficulties, scallops easily torn, corrosion, 
providing a safe, efficient, simple maintenance transmission mode. Wire mesh belting is 
ideal for handling parts that are hot, have to be washed down, dried or cleaned. Model 
124 wire mesh belt conveyor (shown in Figure 3-2) is chosen for analysis. Wear strips 
can be furnished in steel, stainless steel or plastic depending on the detailed design in 
future. Refer to the Appendix D.3 for engineering drawings and specifications of Model 
124 wire mesh belt conveyor. 
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Figure 3-2 Model 124 wire mesh belt conveyor [31] 
c) The third alternative structure of DP111 is the chain driven roller conveyor. The side 
chain driven design offers straight travel and positive speed control. Rollers with larger 
diameter can be applied considering heavy duty loads. The selected sample product of 
this type is Model 519 Chain Driven Live Roller Conveyor (shown in Figure 3-3). The 
engineering drawings and detailed specifications of the conveyor are given in Appendix 
D.4. 
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Figure 3-3 Model 519 Chain Driven Live Roller Conveyor [31] 
Conventional oil spray coating subsystem 
In order to provide corrosive protection to the bearings, the bearings are required to go 
through an automatic oil spray coating system. The design structure of conceptual level for 
oiling system is shown in Appendix A.2.  
The spray coating system is required to complete a series of tasks including oil & air pressure 
feeding (FR1125), material delivery (FR1124), oil spray generating (FR1122), provide 
sufficient oil for continuous operation (FR1123) and protect the bearing from corrosion by 
chemical effect (FR1121). Corresponding DPs in each level are selected based on 
independent axiom, thereby composing proposed design solution in conceptual level.  
In this research, the conventional spray application of coating, which is a highly efficient 
method of applying high performance coating, is recommended through comparison, 
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resulting in a smoother, more uniform surface than that obtained by brushing or rolling. Large 
amounts of material can be applied in very short periods of time with spray application 
compared to brush and roller application. 
This method based on oil atomization resulting from fluid pressure in combination with the 
orifice effect of the nozzle tip. The principle of atomization is shown in Figure 3-4. The 
compressed air introduced into the stream of coating at the nozzle break the coating into tiny 
droplets that are carried to the surface by the current of air. By varying the volume of air and 
coating at the spray nozzle, the amount of atomized coating can be regulated. And the pattern 
of the spray (round or oval) is determined primarily by the air adjustments on the air cap 
design. 
 
Figure 3-4 Process of atomization [32] 
Other detailed design for spray coating subsystem (DP112) with FRs and DPs in lower levels 
will be discussed in the Chapter 4. 
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Misting chamber and the oil recycling subsystem 
Since the nozzles are required to be distributed in various directions for complete and 
uniform coverage on the bearings, there is always overspray in the process of oil coating. 
Accordingly, oil recycling components (DP113) are used to recollect the overspray oil and to 
eliminate the contaminant for reusage (FR113).  
The last but not the least, a semi-closed spraying chamber (FR114) is designed to be 
integrated with the nozzles and conveyor for safety considerations. The simplified structure 
of previous design is shown in Figure 3-5. This spray chamber is used for contain the 
airborne oil mist, thereby reducing possibility of oil inhalation. On the ceiling of both 
entrance and exit, flaps made from PVC are designed with slit cut in the middle, allowing 
bearings to pass through while it prevents oil splashing.  
However, one significant defect of this PVC flaps at entrance and exit is that after the 
bearings are coated with oil film, the flaps at the exit will impact on the surface of the bearing 
and reduce the quality of oil coating. In the present design, a contracted structure at the exit 
area is utilized to avoid direct contact with the bearings, which is discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3-5 Structure of spray chamber 
The DPs of spray coating system shown above was decomposed until reaching the fourth 
level, with corresponding components to fulfill the FRs proposed in the functional domain.  
3.5.2  Vacuum /VCI Operating Subsystem 
DP121 contains two alternative solutions for the functional requirement of moisture and 
oxygen excluded environment around bearings (FR121). One solution is to apply volatile 
corrosion inhibitor (VCI hereafter) in the packaging system with several possible methods 
(DP121-B), and the other one is to implement vacuum operation before the bearings are 
sealed (DP121-A). Both these two methods aim to prevent undesired contact between the 
bearings and corrosive elements in the air, although based on different strategy. In the 
following, the decomposition of design structure of these two alternatives is described for 
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comparison, each meeting the same objective FRs. The design structure of DP12 is shown in 
the Appendix A.3. 
DP121-B VCI application 
VCI (Vapor corrosion inhibitor) protects metal against corrosion/oxidation, by reacting with a 
metallic surface or the environment this surface is exposed to. The inhibitors often work by 
adsorbing themselves on the metallic surface, protecting the metallic surface by forming a film. 
VCI is always incorporated in different materials, such as Polyethylene film, Paper and 
corrugated, Powder and tablets and Liquids (oil-based, water-based, Soya-based).  
To apply the VCI technology for corrosion protection, two methods are easier to be realized 
in automation. The first method (DP122-A-B) is to incorporate the VCI chemicals with 
packing bags in sealing process. VCI bag (as shown in Figure 3-6) has many advantages, 
including ensured corrosion protection, non-toxic, transparent appearance and easy-to-use. 
VCI bags range in size from 3” up to 100” and are available in ferrous, non-ferrous or 
multi-metal polyethylene film. One sample product is VCI bags manufactured by Zerust ICT, 
product manual shown in Appendix D.5. Besides, some manufacture of automatic bagging 
machine even provides rolls of VCI bags that fit their machine.  
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Figure 3-6 VCI bags for corrosion protection [31] 
In the DP122 of sealing system, an automatic horizontal bagger (DP122-B) is chosen as one 
alternative, with which the application of VCI (DP121-B) is combined as a solution for DP12. 
And the second method is to combine the spraying of an oil-based VCI with the coating of 
protecting oil, Ferrocote 5856 BF-T1, proposed in the DP111.  
Therefore, in this design solution, it is proposed to use the VCI bag as one candidate 
alternative (DP121-B）as shown in the design structure of sealing subsystem ( Appendix A.3). 
DP121-A Vacuum packaging subsystem 
Vacuum packaging is another alternative satisfying the FR of moisture and oxygen 
elimination. As an effective approach of corrosion protection, it is widely applied in the 
packaging of foods, metal elements, and medical apparatus. In most cases, the vacuum 
application is combined with a series of other treatments including inert gas filling and film 
wrapping. Figure 3-7 is an example of bearings with vacuumed package.  
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Figure 3-7 Bearing with vacuum package [33] 
Essential FRs in the third level include continuous and automatic feeding of bearings 
(FR1211), eliminating air out of the package (FR1212) and treatment for longer effective 
time (FR1213). Then, DPs in the same level consist of an automatic bearing conveyor 
(DP1211), vacuum chamber packaging machine (DP1212) with two configurations and inert 
gas filling components (DP1213) as supplement of corrosion protection. 
The design process of conveyor for vacuum operation is similar to the design for oil coating. 
Two configurations of vacuum packer are commonly seen in the market. One is a chamber 
vacuum packaging machine while the other one is an external vacuum packaging machine. 
Both configurations are designed to extract the air contained in the package, but with 
different approaches.  
A general structure of semi-automatic chamber vacuum packaging machine is illustrated in 
the Figure 3-8. During operation, an evitable lid is controlled to enclose the chamber after the 
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product with semi-closed package is placed in to the chamber. Then the vacuum pump 
connected to the chamber generates the negative pressure to extract the air inside the package. 
Simultaneously, the heating bars are pressed together at the unsealed side of the package to 
finish the task of sealing. At last, the lid of chamber opens while conveyor delivers the 
product towards next process. 
 
Figure 3-8 Structure of chamber vacuum packer [34] 
Another configuration of vacuum packaging machine is of external vacuum type. Instead of 
relying on the enclosed chamber, it is designed with vacuum suction nozzles that are 
connected to the vacuum pump. Figure 3-9 is a sample product of semi-automated external 
vacuum packer.  
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Figure 3-9 Structure of external vacuum packer [35] 
Both these configurations can be used to fulfill the function of vacuum suction for bearing 
packaging. However, since the bearings are coated with oil in previous process, external 
vacuum packaging has one obvious defect that it doesn’t suitable to the product containing 
liquid or powders, due to the working principle of vacuum nozzles.   
Therefore, the configuration of vacuum packaging machine is determined to be the chamber 
vacuum machine. In this design, the vacuum packaging machine is not designed as individual 
subsystem, but integrated together with the wrapped film sealing machine (DP122-A) as a 
complete alternative for DP122. The design structure of this machine will be discussed in the 
section of decision making for conceptual design shown in Chapter 5.  
3.5.3  Film/bag Sealing Subsystem 
DP122-A is an automatic wrapped film sealing machine. It is physically combined with the 
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vacuum packaging machine (DP121-A) in the proposed solution for DP12. The integrated 
system comprises DP121-A and DP121-B, which is named as vacuum packaging with 
wrapped film sealing system (DP12-A) in the design structure and shown in Appendix A.3. 
Another alternative created for the FR of Physical Barrier against ambient air (FR122) is an 
automatic horizontal bagging machine. The VCI bag (DP121-B) is easy to realize by 
applying the standard roll of VCI bags for different models of baggers as supplied. This is 
another integrated solution for sealing system, named as automatic horizontal bagging system 
with VCI bags (DP12-B) in the design structure. 
DP12-A vacuum packaging with wrapped film sealing system 
The essential FRs of the proposed vacuum packaging with wrapped film sealing system are 
forming semi-closed bag by wrapping film around the bearings (FR1221) and sealing the film 
(FR1222) during the vacuum suction. Figure 3-10 shows the schematic to complete the tasks 
of film loading, vacuum forming, bearings loading, vacuum sealing, waste film cutting and 
inert gas filling in sequence. One sample product from the markets is Automatic Hard Film 
Thermoforming Vacuum Packaging Machine manufactured by NEOPACK with the detailed 
information and specifications given in Appendix D.6. 
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Figure 3-10 Flow chart of wrapped film and vacuum sealing system [36] 
The lower film is formed into an open package by mold, while the upper film is used as the 
cover of the open package, thereby forming a sealed package (DP1221). In the bottom film 
forming area, a semi-closed bag is formed relying on the mold with desired dimension. 
Several sets of film mold will be needed in the present application for varying sizes of 
bearings. Figure 3-11 illustrates the formats for different sizes of molds. 
 
Figure 3-11 Mold format [36] 
The sealing components at vacuum & seal area in Figure 3-10 are generally designed as 
thermal sealing (DP1222). Protective gas filling function could be integrated after the 
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vacuuming operation as an optional function. Also, the machine can be provided with an 
automatic code printing system if desired. 
DP12-B automatic horizontal bagging system with VCI bags 
The automatic bagging system integrated with a horizontal bagger (DP122-B) and VCI bags 
(DP121-B) is proposed to realize the FR of providing physical barrier against ambient air for 
bearings (FR122), as well as the FR of eliminating the moisture and oxygen around bearings 
(FR 121). Refer to Section 3.5.2 for the description of VCI bags. 
For the horizontal bagger, the horizontal configuration is determined so that the physical 
damage of bearing during transmission is significantly reduced. Several essential components 
are proposed as the detailed DPs for this machine. Specifically, a flat belt conveyor (DP1221) 
is applied to feed the bearings to the bagging area. Then the bags are blown open by opening 
device (DP1222) before the bearings are placed into the bags by loading components 
(DP1223). Sealing process will be accomplished by heat sealing bars (DP1224), right after 
the packing process. At last, the finished product can be delivered to next packaging station 
by conveyor. 
One product for this design is T-1000 Horizontal Wide Advanced Poly-Bagger produced by 
Advanced Poly Packaging. The product information and specifications of the bagging machine 
is provided in Appendix D.7. 
Beside the essential DPs shown above, this poly bagging machine has several other features 
that is attractive for the present design. Figure 3-12 illustrates the structure of proposed 
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bagger. The control system tracks production, adjusts settings, and can save up to 32 jobs for 
quick job changeover. The painted Teflon Shield and Anti-jam technology coupled with heat 
sealing bar guarantees high sealing performance and low maintenance. Moreover, optional 
attachments, such as inline thermal transfer printer, the bag deflator, and the label applicator, 
are available for improving performance. In particular, the bag deflator, removing excess air 
in the bag, can effectively reduce the size of packaged product and moderately improve the 
corrosion protection. 
 
Figure 3-12 T-1000 Horizontal Poly Bagger [37]  
3.5.4  Automatic carton packaging subsystem (DP2) 
The automatic carton packaging subsystem provides the outer package for bearing, 
preventing possible damage during storage and shipping. Therefore, it is required to complete 
such tasks in sequence as erecting carton boxes from standard flat blanks before sealing the 
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bottom (FR21), packing bearings into the case (FR22), and sealing the enclosed carton case 
on top at last (FR23). In the following sections, independent DPs decomposed from DP2 are 
created for each aforementioned FR. The corresponding design structure is shown in 
Appendix A.4. 
Carton blanks (RSC) 
There are several carton cases commonly seen in consumer packaging industry. In the present 
study, the regular slotted case (RSC) is chosen for its cost-effective features, which is as 
shown in Figure 3-13. This box has two major flaps, which run the length of the box and meet 
in the center when folded, and two minor flaps at each end. The major flaps overlap the minor 
flaps when folded. The longer box, the less overlap exists of the minor flaps. When the box is 
shorter and nearly square, there is nearly a full overlap of the minor flaps, which adds to the 
strength of the box. Since the RSC is determined as the container supplied to the packaging 
system, the sealing subsystem has to be compatible to this type of carton blanks. That is to 
say, the compatibility to RSC becomes another constraint during the design of detailed levels 
of DP2. 
A wide size range of RSC could be chosen from, depending on the size of bearings being 
packaged and the packaging machine integrated in the system. Accurate inside dimensions 
must be determined to ensure a proper fit for the bearings being packed. Besides, the outside 
dimensions must be considered when evaluating the compatibility of packaging machinery 
such as case erectors, case sealer, bag inserters and palletizing or shipping. 
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Figure 3-13 Illustration of RSC [38] 
 
DP21-Box erector with bottom sealer 
DP21 is created with five major components in the next level, which satisfy the function 
requirement of forming the bottom-sealed boxes form folding carton blanks (FR21). 
Although functionally independent, the box erector and sealer are commonly combined 
physically, since the opened box must be sealed in well maintained square shape. Usually, a 
tape sealer or adhesive sealer is integrated on a box erector in the last position before next 
processing step. 
Based on the solution proposed for DP21 in Appendix A.4, general process of operation is as 
follows: 
Before starting the machine, sufficient carton blanks folded into flat pattern need to be 
stacked into the magazine of the erector (DP211). The magazine is designed into vertical 
structure (DP2111), considering the convenience of releasing individual carton from the stack. 
In order to reduce the operation of refilling during continuous packaging, a design with large 
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capacity (DP2112) is required. 
Once started, the carton blank released from the stack will be indexed to the opening position 
by feeding components (DP212). A mechanical sliding bar or vacuum grippers are acceptable 
alternatives for this DP, while the latter one is more expensive with more reliability and 
robustness. The vacuum gripper with spring-loaded design (shown in Figure 3-14) could 
accommodate to uneven case stack and poor corrugated cases, thereby ensuring proper case 
feed.  
 
Figure 3-14 Vacuum grippers for case indexing [39] 
In the opening position, the flat blanks are opened by pull-up opening arm on top (DP2131), 
while the grippers below hold the case for proper erection. Then the flaps of the bottom, 
including inner flaps and major flaps, are folded by mechanical folders and aforementioned 
grippers by sequence (DP2132). 
The erected box with enclosed bottom from last position then must be transferred to sealing 
position without changing the square shape (FR214), in order to ensure a good packaging 
quality. A horizontal guiding or directing mechanism (DP214) is designed to satisfy this 
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requirement. Manufacturers of case erector realize this function by different structures, such 
as transfer belts supported by horizontal rollers (Figure 3-15) or longitudinal beam Figure 
3-16) with conveyor below. Besides, a squaring plate (DP2142) can be applied right before 
the sealing position, to ensure the square shape of erected box. 
 
Figure 3-15 Conveyor belt with roller on top as guiding components for erector [39]  
 
Figure 3-16 Longitudinal walking beam with squaring plate [39] 
In the last sealing position, adhesive sealing (DP215-A) or tape sealing (DP215-B) are 
defined as alternative DPs on the bottom of erected box to seal the box. Generally speaking, 
adhesive sealing is more economical and environmentally friendly in long-term evaluation. 
Besides, the tape sealing method would hide graphics and information on the case, thereby 
affecting the appearance of the package. Consequently, the adhesive sealing method 
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(DP215-A) is recommended in each sealing position of case packaging subsystem. 
The sample products for DP21 are Model 112 Case Erector / Bottom Sealer and Model 330 
Case Erector, manufactured by ABC packaging machine co. Refer to Appendix D.8 and 
Appendix D.9 for the features and specifications of the products. Generally speaking, both 
Model 112 and Model 330 satisfy the essential FRs proposed in the design structure. 
However, Model 330 is designed with many extra attractive features, such as PLC control 
modules for improved packaging quality control, robust design in case opening position and 
higher level of automation with higher speed.  
DP22-Case packing machine 
DP22 is proposed to satisfy the FR of packing bearings into the erected cases with several 
detailed DPs in the third and fourth levels. The essential parts designed for fulfilling the major 
FR include feed conveyors for bearings (DP221) and for erected case (DP223) respectively, 
stacking mechanism with adjustable stacking movements for different size of bearings 
(DP222), bearing loading mechanism (DP224) and delivering conveyor at unload area 
(DP225). 
About the selection of conveyor, refer to the design of DP111 in Section 3.5.1. Besides the 
conveyor connecting adjacent operating stations, the stacking mechanism (DP222) is another 
significant part of packing system. Since the bearing being packaged varies in a large range of 
size, the stacking strategy of stacking bearings must be adjustable. Specifically, bearings in 
small size will be multiple packaged in each case, while the large size bearing should be 
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packaged individually. 
In order to realize the function of stacking before multiple packing, accumulator (DP2222), 
microcontroller (DP2221), guiding plates (DP2223) and lifting pad (DP2224) are proposed as 
DPs in the next level of DP222. The accumulator is used to count the number of bearings 
entering stacking area while the guiding plates controlled by microcontroller determine how to 
arrange the bearing at stacking pad. The stack pad goes down when the first layer is filled.  
After the bearings are stacked as set, a load pusher (DP224) is applied to push the stack of 
bearings into the erected case.  
Model 206 Case Packer is one acceptable product that satisfies the FRs defined for the 
packaging system (shown in Figure 3-17). This machine can realize high speed operation with 
gentle, servo precision. It is integrated with multiple servo motors to control the main case 
drive, bearing feed, down stacker and load pusher. And the automatic adjustments for different 
sizes of bearings and cases could be accomplished by simple setting at the operator panel. This 
carton packer is produce by ABC Packaging Machine Co. and the specification and detailed 
features are shown in the Appendix D.10.  
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 Figure 3-17 Model 206 Case Packer [40] 
Another possible product satisfying the FR of packing machine is the Model 29 case packer 
from ABC Packing Machine Corporation (shown in Figure 3-18). This packer could replace 
the entire hand packing operation with a semi-automatic process. It only requires one operator 
place an erected case at the loading funnel, while the packer finishes the tasks of bearing 
feeding, bearing stacking and delivering packed case to next step automatically. Compared 
with Model 206 case packer, this semi-auto packer is designed with simplified structure as well 
as features of economy and flexibility. The detailed specification and characteristics are shown 
in Appendix D.11.  
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Figure 3-18 Model 29 Semi-Auto Case Packer [41] 
Carton case top-sealing machine 
After the cases are filled with bearings, they will be conveyed to the top-sealing station in the 
final step. The essential components of a top sealing machine are similar to those of bottom 
sealing machine. The detailed design structure of DP23 can also be found in the Appendix A.4. 
Accordingly, DPs in the third level for case top-sealing machine includes belt conveyor 
(DP231) for bearing feeding, Flap folders folding major flaps and inner flaps on top (DP232), 
and sealing mechanism (DP233). 
A sample product proposed for this design parameter is the Model 136 Top Case Sealer (shown 
in Figure 3-19). It is designed with 30-second changeover time for different product and cases. 
Besides, it incorporates a steel tongue and a compression roller in line to ensure a proper 
pattern of flaps before sealed. Refer to the Appendix D.12 for detailed specification and floor 
plan drawings. 
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Figure 3-19 Model 136 Top Case Sealer [42] 
3.6  Decision-Making Based on the Information Axiom 
After design solution with alternatives created in Section 3.5, each alternative has been 
decomposed into lower levels with specifications or essential components. In order to decide 
the best alternative, the information content was calculated for comparison according to the 
information axiom (Axiom 2) of Axiomatic Design theory. According to Eq. ⑵, the 
information content of an alternative is the logarithm of the inverse of the probability about 
how much the DPs of proposed alternative can satisfy the FRs in the same level. This 
probability is determined by the intersection of system range and design range. The system 
range reflects the capability of proposed alternative, while the design range is the required 
range of design parameter in order to satisfy the FRs. Each DP with alternatives proposed in 
chapter 3.5 has been evaluated based on the calculation of information content. For each DP 
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with two or more alternatives, the solution with least information content is determined as a 
best solution. 
In this section, the process of calculating information content will be illustrated, taking the 
decision making for DP111 as an example. 
In Section 3.5.1, three types of horizontal conveyor with sample products were compared as 
acceptable alternatives for DP111. Then the FR111 has been decomposed into next level with 
seven FRs, characterizing the desired FRs of the conveyor that feed the bearings through the 
oil coating process. Refer to the Appendix A.2 for the detailed decomposition of DP111. The 
calculation result of information content is shown in the following Table 3-4.  
According to the table, the information content of some certain DPs regarding corresponding 
FRs is determined to be zero. This means the selected DP can satisfy the related FR in general 
conditions with 100% probability of success.  
As for the FR1116, i.e. passing capacity, the conveyor must be adjustable to all sizes of 
objective bearings. Therefore, the design range defined for this FR is the belt width range, 
which is specified between 12 inches to 15 inches. According to the available width range 
provided by different conveyors, system range of each conveyor with respect to FR1116 
could be determined, i.e. 12 inches to 15 inches for wire mesh conveyor as well as sliding 
belt conveyor, and 13 inches to 15 inches for roller conveyor. Therefore, the common ranges 
regarding these three alternatives are 3 inches, 3 inches and 2 inches respectively. According 
to Eq. ⑶, the information content could be calculated by: 
𝐼𝐼𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚ℎ = log2 33 = 0 
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 = log2 33 = 0 
𝐼𝐼𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = log2 32 = 0.5848 
Where 𝐼𝐼𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚ℎ is the information content of wire mesh conveyor, 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 is the 
information content of sliding belt conveyor, and 𝐼𝐼𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 is the information content of roller 
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conveyor. Consequently, the former two conveyors have less information content, thereby 
representing the better solutions. 
Table 3-4 Information content of 3 types of conveyor 
 
Besides, for FR1117, the capability of transferring the bearings with minimum size should be 
considered. Due to the large central spacing between adjacent rollers of the roller conveyor, 
this alternative has infinite information content regarding this FR.  
Once the information content of all seven DPs that derived from DP111has been calculated, 
the total information content can be obtained by summing up the individual information 
content. Therefore, the one with least information content, i.e. the wire mesh conveyor, is the 
best solution for DP111 according to information axiom. 
In addition to the information content, the constraints that were defined for the design could 
also assist in decision making. As described in CON5, the designed system should be 
integrated with the parts and structures that are easy to maintain and to clear. By comparison, 
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either the wire mesh conveyor or the roller conveyor is acceptable solution for CON5. 
At last, based on information axiom and the defined constraints, the wire mesh conveyor is 
the best solution for DP111 in this level.  
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CHAPTER 4.  DETAILED DESIGN OF OILING SUBSYSTEM BASED ON ADT 
As introduced by the conceptual design solution shown in Chapter 3, the costomer-designed 
oiling system is composed of several major components in the third level of design structure, 
i.e., wire mesh conveyor (DP111), spray coating subsystem (DP112), oil recycling subsystem 
(DP113) and the enclosed spraying chamber for safety concerns (DP114). Since most of these 
DPs are not available on market, detailed design need to be carried on based on ADT. In the 
following, the detailed design of major components for oiling system is presented, according to 
the design structure in detailed design level shown in Appendix A.5. 
4.1  Automatic Wire Mesh Conveyor 
The conveyor designed for this oil spraying system is required to deliver the bearings through 
the oil coating area (FR111) while the nozzles are spraying oil from different directions in the 
misting chamber. Compared with other type of conveyors, the wire mesh belting is more 
suitable for handling parts that have to be washed down dried and sprayed. Moreover, in 
order to satisfy FR111, more detailed functional requirements in further levels need to be 
fulfilled.  
Specifically, with the purpose of long term use (FR1111), stainless steel material (DP1111) is 
selected for the belt and frame of the conveyor. Besides, the conveyor for oil spray 
application is required to support the chamber, pump, reservoir and other components placed 
on the shelf (FR1112), which could be satisfied by the minimum load capacity of 65 lbs. 
(DP1112) by the selected conveyor. Moreover the belting type of wire mesh (DP1113) 
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facilitates the tasks of maintenance and clearance (FR1113). Regarding the driven mechanism, 
this conveyor is designed with chain edges on the side (DP1115), driven by a severe duty 
motor (DP1116) with adjustable speed control at a maximum speed of 60 feet per minutes 
(DP1114). Furthermore, different belt’s width (DP1117) could be integrated according to the 
varying sizes of the coated bearings. Since the largest outer diameter of bearings is 12 inches, 
considering spaces for nozzle distribution and connection between misting chamber and 
conveyor, the belt with for this design is determined to be 18 inches in the proposed design. 
4.2  Spray Coating Subsystem 
In order to apply uniform oil film on all surfaces of bearings (FR112), the spray coating 
subsystem is integrated with several branching DPs in series.  
4.2.1  Oil Selection for Bearing Protection 
Table 4-1 Properties of Ferrocote 5856 BF-T1 
Ferrocote 5856 BF-T1  
Property Typical value 
Density  828 Kg/m3 
Viscosity 3 cSt 
Film thickness 0.13 Mils 
1 cSt = 1 mm2·s−1 = 10−6m2·s−1, 1 Mil =0.001 inch. 
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Ferrocote 5856 BF-T1 (DP1121) from Quaker Chemical Corp. is selected as the protecting 
oil. The detailed product information is shown in Appendix D.1. This oil is able to provide 
5-year indoor corrosive protection, which is consistent with the customer requirement of this 
packaging system. And other important properties related to this design are shown in Table 
4-1. 
 
Figure 4-1 General structure of VeeJet H nozzle [43] 
 
4.2.2  Design of Spray Pattern 
Besides selecting appropriate protecting oil, multiple nozzles are arranged to spray from the 
top, the side and the bottom (DP1122). The determined spray nozzles, i.e. VeeJet H-VV 
nozzles, from Spraying System Co. are designed as flat-fan spray pattern with tapered edge, 
as is shown in Figure 4-2. And the detailed product information is shown in Appendix D.13. 
This flat pattern is formed by an elliptical or a round orifice on a deflective surface that is 
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tangent to the exit orifice. The orifice has an external groove with a contoured internal 
cylindrical radius, or “cat’s eye” shape. The general structure of the selected nozzle is as 
shown in Figure 4-1. 
 
Figure 4-2 Tapered-edge flat spray pattern [43] 
However, due to the tapering edges of the spray, this kind of nozzle must be applied in series 
with appropriate spacing distance (DP11221), in order to provide uniform coverage on the 
surface of bearings (FR11221). According to the product catalog from manufacture, the 
recommended overlap for the present application is between 20% and 30%. As illustrated in 
Figure 4-3, two spray nozzles are placed on the ceiling and the bottom of the chamber, with 
about 20% overlap in the middle considering uniform coverage, one nozzle on each side for 
coverage on the side surface of the bearings.  
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Since the spray angel is only related to working pressure at nozzles, the spray angle need to 
be decided before the design is carried on. The spray angle of both the side nozzles and the 
top nozzles are designed as 80 degree at rated working pressure (40psi). However, due to the 
space limitation on the bottom, the spray angle for bottom ones are determined to be 110 
degree. Assuming 40 psi rated working pressure for nozzles, Figure 4-4 shows the alternative 
nozzles with different flow rate as well as determined spray angle. 
 
Figure 4-3 Distribution of spray nozzles 
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Figure 4-4 Specifications of selected nozzles with desired spray angles [43] 
Moreover, the spray coverage resulted by the nozzle distribution (DP11221) and spraying 
distance (DP11222) are also required to considerate the maximum size of the bearings 
(FR11222). For the flat spray pattern, the relationship between theoretical coverage and 
nozzle’s parameters is as shown in Figure 4-5. 
Given the largest outer diameter of the objective bearings (12 inches), the recommended 
overlap (over 20%) and the chosen spray angle at rated pressure, the spray distance and the 
position of the nozzles could be determined by the equation [44]: 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 2 × 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶 × 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷 �𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤
2
� ⑹. 
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Figure 4-5 Theoretical coverage for flat spray pattern [44] 
Table 4-2 Positions of nozzles with resulted coverage and overlap 
 
Spray angle 
(°) 
Distance 
(inch) 
Spacing 
(inch) 
Valid Coverage 
(inch) 
Overla
p 
Top 80 4.25 6.375 12.01 21.24% 
Side 80 3 4.00 4.03 20.62% 
Botto
m 
110 2.50 6.375 12.09 21.45% 
Note that the results shown in this table are all under the assumption of rated working pressure at 40psi. 
The result of calculation about distribution of nozzles is shown in Table 4-2. The positions of 
the nozzles on each direction are as shown in Figure 4-6. The process of calculation is based 
on typical iterative methods. Concerning simplification, the values of the positions were 
rounded by unit of 1/16 inch. Once the real pressure at nozzles is measured or determined, a 
new spray angle and flow rate must be recalculated. As a result, the positions of the nozzles 
also need to be modified. The process of this recalculation will be discussed after the flow 
rated is determined by the selected pump and motor. 
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Figure 4-6 Distribution of nozzles shown in 3D drawing 
From the view of ADT, the FR of applying oil coating on the surface of the bearings (FR1122) 
could be achieved by satisfying its branching FRs, i.e. 20% overlap for uniform distribution 
(FR11221) and coverage for all bearings (FR11222), by appropriately design the related 
design parameters, i.e. spacing distance (DP11221) and spraying distance (DP11222).  
Taking the design of top nozzles as example, the geometries of adjacent nozzles spray 
patterns are shown in Figure 4-7.   
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Figure 4-7 Spray pattern of top nozzles with overlap 
As described before, the spray angle for top nozzles has been determined as 80 degree, and a 
minimum overlap of 20% is required with regard to uniform coverage. According to Eq. ⑹, 
one can find the theoretical coverage (FR11222) of the resulted spray pattern, represented by 
spraying distance D (DP11222): 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 2𝐶𝐶 − 3𝑋𝑋 = 𝐶𝐶(2 − 0.3) = 3.4 × tan 40° × 𝐷𝐷 ≥ 12 ⑺. 
Also, the overlap (FR11221) could be represented by spraying distance D (DP11222) and 
spacing distance P (DP11221): 
 𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 = 2(C − P) = 4𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷40° − 2𝐷𝐷 ≥ 20% ⑻. 
Eq. ⑺ and Eq. ⑻ could be summed up as a design equation, design matrix representing 
the relationship between branches of FR1122 and DP1122: 
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 �𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅11221
𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅11222� = �−2 4𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷40°0 3.4𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷40°� �𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷11221𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷11222� ⑼. 
Accordingly, the design matrix in Eq.  ⑼ is triangular matrix. Based on the independent 
axiom of ADT, this is a decoupled design. In particular, the value of D (DP11222) is 
determined at first, to achieve the required value for real coverage (FR11222). Because the 
spraying pattern is supposed to cover the largest bearing with 12 inches outer diameter, D is 
determined to be 4.21 inches. Then, the value of spacing distance P (DP11221) could be 
adjusted until achieving an overlap of 20% (FR11221), without affecting the real coverage 
(FR11222). Accordingly, the resulted value is P is 6.36 inches.  
Table 4-3 Results of nozzles distribution based on different methods 
  
Top Bottom 
Conventional ADT Conventional ADT 
Distance (inch) 4.25 4.21 2.5 2.47 
Spacing (inch) 6.375 6.36 6.375 6.353 
Coverage (inch) 12.01  12.00  12.09  12.00  
Overlap 21.24% 20.00% 21.45% 20.00% 
  
Table 4-3 compares the solutions of multiple nozzle distribution for top nozzles and bottom 
nozzles. Although based on different methods, i.e. conventional iterative method and ADT 
with design equation, the determined values of DP11221 and DP11222 are significantly close. 
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One reason for these slight differences is that the values in conventional method have been 
rounded by the unit of 1/16 inch for manufacturing convenience. The other one is that the 
coverage and overlap in ADT are set as objective FRs with fixed values. Then based on the 
relationship between FRs and DPs, the values of DPs are determined in series according to 
the independent axiom to achieve the FRs. While in the iterative calculation, the coverage 
and the overlap changes as long as the values of DPs are replaced in new iteration.  
4.2.3  Reservoir and Tubing system 
In order to provide sufficient oil for continuous spraying (FR1123) and to deliver pressured 
oil between major components within spraying coating system (FR1124), a large-volume 
reservoir (DP1123) connected to nozzles and pump by properly sized hoses with necessary 
fitting (DP1124) are required. Figure 4-8 is the schematic of the spraying system, including 
reservoir, pump, spray nozzles and connecting hoses. As shown, the pump in line A supplies 
the hydraulic power form reservoir to the spray nozzles in branch lines B, C and D. The 
protecting oil exiting the reservoir is pressured by the pump and delivered to the nozzles via a 
6-outlet manifold that is at the end of the line A. Then six branching lines, each for one 
nozzle, are arranged in a parallel structure to supply oil at required pressure for nozzle 
spraying. And the detailed parameters of the tubing system are as shown in Table 4-4. 
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Figure 4-8 Schematic of the spray coating system 
Table 4-4 Parameter of tubing system 
  Line A Line B C D 
Length (m) 1 0.5 
Elevation Z (m) 0.5 0.5 
Inner diameter (mm) 6.35 (1/4 inch) 
Roughnessε(mm) 0.0015 
Volume of reservoir (gal.) 10 
Due to the assumption of same flow rate and pressure drop in line B, C and D for calculation convenience, the parameter of line B, C and D are set the same in this design. 
The value of elevation is approximate estimation based on the size of related components designed following sections. 
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4.2.4  Selection of Pump and Motor for Power Supply 
The capacity of pump and the speed of motor (DP1125) have be selected according to the 
pressure loss of the system (FR1125) and required oil pressure at nozzles. According to the 
complete incompressible steady flow energy equation [45]: 
𝑃𝑃1
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠
+ 𝛼𝛼1 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴22𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍1 = 𝑃𝑃2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 + 𝛼𝛼2 𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵22𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍2 + ∑(ℎ𝑓𝑓 + ℎ𝑚𝑚) − ℎ𝑠𝑠 ⑽. 
where 𝑃𝑃1
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠
 is pressure head at the pump, 𝑃𝑃2
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠
 is the pressure head at the nozzle , 𝛼𝛼1
𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴
2
2𝑠𝑠
 is 
velocity head of line A, 𝛼𝛼2
𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵
2
2𝑠𝑠
is the velocity head of line B, 𝑍𝑍1 is elevation head of the 
reservoir, 𝑍𝑍2 is the averaged elevation head of the nozzles, and ℎ𝑓𝑓 ,ℎ𝑚𝑚 represents friction 
head and minor losses respectively. 𝛼𝛼𝑤𝑤 (𝐷𝐷 = 1 or 2) is called kinetic energy correction factor, 
of which the approximated value is 2 for laminar flow and 1.1 for turbulent flow [45]. 
Specifically, as introduced in the design of nozzles, in order to generate desired spray pattern, 
sufficient pressure at the nozzles, i.e. 𝐷𝐷2, must be supplied. Simultaneously, the velocity of oil 
in the pipe could be determined by the pressure at nozzles according to the catalog of selected 
product, shown in Figure 4-4. Besides, Z could be calculated according to tubing schematic and 
parameters shown in Table 4-4. 
Therefore, in order to find the required pump head ℎ𝑠𝑠 (FR1125) for the sake of pump selection 
(DP1125), the first parameter that need be determined at first is the system head losses, 
composed of major losses resulted from frictional factor and minor losses due to tube fittings in 
line A and line B. 
To calculate the value of head losses and minor losses, the pressure at nozzles is needed. 
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Therefore, at first a standard working pressure of 40 psi is assumed. Then, based on the 
selection of nozzles, rated flow rate Q could be determined in the nozzle catalog Figure 4-4.  
And since the flow rate shown in Figure 4-4 are used for systems pumping water instead of oil, 
a converting factor must be applied for the application. The flow rate of applied oil could be 
determined by equation [46]: 
 𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 = 𝑄𝑄𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤�1 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠�  ⑾. 
�1 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠�  is the converting factor, and 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 is called specific gravity, which is the ratio of the mass 
of a given volume of liquid to the mass of the same volume of water and given by  [46]: 
 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 = 𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 = 0.828 ⑿. 
Substituting the result of Eq. ⑾ as well as the flow rate Qwater from Figure 4-4 in to Eq. ⑾, 
one can get the flow rate Qoil. 
After the head losses and minor losses are determined, the minimum pressure required from the 
pump could be calculated according to Eq.  ⑽. And if the resulted system operating point is 
not acceptable, Q needs be modified by changing nozzles. Therefore, one or more iteration are 
needed to find the system operating point. 
4.2.4.1  Major losses 
In the first iteration, the selected nozzles are as shown in the following Table 4-5. Since lines B, 
C and D are in parallel flow with one another but in series with line A, flow rate of line A could 
be determined by [45] : 
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𝑄𝑄𝐴𝐴 = 2 × 𝑄𝑄𝐵𝐵 + 2 × 𝑄𝑄𝐶𝐶 + 2 × 𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷 = 0.66 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔 = 4.164 × 10−5 𝑔𝑔3 𝐷𝐷�  ⒀. 
 And the Reynolds Number of line A is: 
𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 = 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝜐𝜐𝐴𝐴 = 2783 > 2300 
Therefore the flow in line A is turbulent.  
Table 4-5 Nozzle selection for 1st iteration 
  Nozzle type Capacity 
Flow rate at 40 
psi（gpm） 
Spray angle at 
40 psi(°） 
Top H-VV 01 0.11 80 
Side H-VV 01 0.11 80 
Bottom H-VV 01 0.11 110 
The unit of flow rate, gpm, refers to gallons per minute. The unit of pressure, psi, refers to pounds per square inch. 
Then the head loss could be calculated by Darcy–Weisbach equation: 
 ℎ𝑓𝑓 = 𝑓𝑓 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠 𝑉𝑉22𝑠𝑠 ⒁. 
V is the velocity of the flow, d is the inner diameter of the pipe, L is the length and the 
dimensionless parameter f is called the Darcy friction factor. For turbulent flow, given the 
parameters, 𝜖𝜖 = 0.0015𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔, 𝑄𝑄 = 6.35𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔,𝜌𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠 = 828 𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶 𝑔𝑔3� , the friction factor f could be 
determined by Moody chart shown in Figure 4-9 or by Haaland equation [45]: 
 1
𝑓𝑓0.5 = −1.8 × log �6.9𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤 + �𝜖𝜖 𝑠𝑠�3.7�1.1� ⒂. 
By calculation, 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴 = 0.0456. 
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Figure 4-9 Moody chart [45] 
And the velocity could be determined by: 
 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴 = 𝑄𝑄𝐴𝐴𝜋𝜋
4
𝑠𝑠2
= 4 × 4.164×10−5
𝜋𝜋×0.006352 = 1.315𝑔𝑔/𝐷𝐷 ⒃. 
Therefore, according to Eq. ⒁ major loss of line A is: 
ℎ𝑓𝑓.𝐴𝐴 = 𝑓𝑓 𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴22𝑄𝑄𝐶𝐶 = 0.0456 × 1 × 1.3122 × 0.00635 × 9.81 = 0.6326𝑔𝑔 
Similarly, in case of the major loss in line B, corresponding parameters are determined by: 
𝑄𝑄𝐵𝐵 = 0.1 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑔𝑔 × 1.1 = 6.94 × 10−6 𝑔𝑔3 𝐷𝐷�  
𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵 = 4 × 6.94 × 10−6𝜋𝜋 × 0.006352 = 0.219 𝑔𝑔/𝐷𝐷 
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𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵 = 𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵𝑄𝑄𝜐𝜐 = 0.199 ∗ 0.006352.9 × 10−6 = 464 < 2300 
Therefore, the flow in line B is laminar flow. The Darcy friction factor for laminar flow is given 
by the following formula [45]: 
 𝑓𝑓 = 64
𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤
 ⒄. 
Thus 
𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵 = 64𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵 = 0.138 
And 
ℎ𝑓𝑓.𝐵𝐵 = 𝑓𝑓 𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵22𝑄𝑄𝐶𝐶 = 0.138 × 0.5 × 0.21922 × 0.00635 × 9.81 = 0.0266 𝑔𝑔 
4.2.4.2  Minor losses 
In addition to the friction losses calculate in the previous section, there are additional so-called 
minor losses due to pipe entrance or exit, pipe expansion or contraction, valves, bend elbows 
and other fittings. The losses might not be quite minor as its name and is not neglectable in the 
design. 
The minor losses are proportional to velocity of flow, geometry of devices and fittings. 
Thereby one has [45]: 
 ℎ𝑚𝑚 = ∑𝐾𝐾 × 𝑉𝑉22𝑠𝑠 ⒅. 
The dimensionless parameter K is the loss coefficient and have been experimentally 
determined and provided in reference [45]. And the loss coefficients of line A are summarized 
and shown in Table 4-6. 
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Table 4-6 Loss coefficients of line A 
Fitting Number K 
Sharp entrance 1 0.5 
90°elbow regular 2 1.5 
Total K 3.5 
Therefore, the minor loss of line A is: 
ℎ𝑚𝑚.𝐴𝐴 = 3.5 × 1.3122 × 9.81 = 0.3084 𝑔𝑔 
Similarly, for line B one has: 
Table 4-7 Loss coefficients of line B 
Fitting Number K 
Sudden contraction 1 0.315 
0.25 inch 90°elbow 1 1.5 
Sudden expansion 1 0.5625 
Total K 2.38 
And  
ℎ𝑚𝑚.𝐵𝐵 = 2.38 × 0.21922 × 9.81 = 0.0058 𝑔𝑔 
Since line B, C and D are arranged parallel, the head loss of each line equals one another. 
Accordingly, the total head loss is: 
∑(ℎ𝑓𝑓 + ℎ𝑚𝑚) = ℎ𝑓𝑓.𝐴𝐴 + ℎ𝑓𝑓.𝐵𝐵 + ℎ𝑚𝑚.𝐴𝐴 + ℎ𝑚𝑚.𝐵𝐵 = 0.9735 𝑔𝑔 ⒆. 
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By Eq.  ⑽, the pump head becomes: 
ℎ𝑠𝑠 = ∇𝑍𝑍 + 𝑃𝑃2−𝑃𝑃1𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 + 𝛼𝛼2𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵2−𝛼𝛼1𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴22𝑠𝑠 + ∑(ℎ𝑓𝑓 + ℎ𝑚𝑚) = 23.36 𝑔𝑔 = 27.52 𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷  
⒇. 
And fluid horsepower required is: 
𝐻𝐻𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷 × 𝑄𝑄1714 = 0.0081 ℎ𝑝𝑝 = 7.90 𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 
4.2.4.3  Pump curve and operating point 
Now the approximate flow rate and pressure requirements of the system have been determined 
and a pump could be sized. A chart of comparison between various types of pump from 
McMaster-Carr is shown in Figure 4-10. The type of gear pump is desirable in this design due to its 
combination of medium pressure and low flow rate. 
 
Figure 4-10 Characteristics of different pumps [47] 
And the selected model of pump and motor are MG209 pump and MGC28 motor from 
McMaster-Carr, referring to Appendix D.14 for detailed product information. The MG209 pump is 
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suitable to the application with flow rate from 0 to 0.75 gpm, pressure from 0 to 5 bar (72.5 psi), 
which covers the approximate required pressure and flow rate calculated by the first iteration. The 
pressure and flow rate relationship for a pump changes for different fluids depending on viscosity 
and specific gravity. The adjusted pump curves MG209 gear pumps supplied by the manufacturer 
is shown in Figure 4-11.  
 
Figure 4-11 Modified Pump Curves for Quaker Ferrocote Oil (Jack Tyler, Clark Solutions) 
As illustrated, the system operating point from the first calculation of pressure and flow rate is far 
away from the pump curve. Since there is no flow control in the designed system, the system must 
be resized aiming for appropriate flow rate and pressure at pump according to the determined pump 
curve. 
Therefore, based on the second iteration of calculation, the selected nozzles with lower flow rate 
and the same spray angle are shown in Table 4-8. 
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Table 4-8 Nozzle selection for 2nd iteration 
  Nozzle type Capacity Flow rate at 40 psi（gpm） Spray angle at 40 psi(°） 
Top H-VV 067 0.0737 80 
Side H-VV 067 0.0737 80 
Bottom H-VV 01 0.11 110 
The process of calculation is similar to that in the first iteration, and the results are summarized 
in  Figure 4-12. 
Table 4-9 Calculation results of 2nd iteration 
  
Velocity 
(𝑔𝑔/𝐷𝐷) 
Flow rate 
(10−5 𝑔𝑔3 𝐷𝐷� ) Re 𝑓𝑓 ℎ𝑓𝑓 (m) ℎ𝑚𝑚 (m) 
Line A 1.0256 3.24787 2171 0.02948 0.2489 0.1876 
Line B 0.1468 4.64973 311 0.206 0.0178 0.002615 
System 
point 
Total 
loss (m) 
Elevation 
head (m) 
Pressure 
head (m) 
Velocity 
head (m) 
Pump 
pressure 
(psi) 
Flow rate 
(10−5 𝑔𝑔3 𝐷𝐷� ) 
0.457 1 21.48 -0.105 26.897 3.24787 
And the final system operating point is found and plotted against the chosen pump curve in 
Figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-12 Pump Curves with operating point of 2nd iteration 
Form the figure, the system point is in the middle of the pump curve, thereby maintaining 
flexibility to account for error in practical operation. Also, the system point is quite near the 
pump curve in this iteration compared with that of the first one. 
4.2.4.4  Correction of spray angle and nozzle distribution 
However, as introduced in previous sections, the spray angle and the flow rate of the nozzles 
are related to the working pressure at nozzles, so the actual pressure supplied by the pump for 
this system must be determined. Only with this actual pump pressure, the real spray angle 
could be determined for the distribution of nozzles. 
Specifically, zoom the pump curve in the Figure 4-12, it is obvious that the actual pressure of 
pump with the same flow rate through the pump is 25.15 gpm as shown in Figure 4-13. Then 
substituting this value back to Eq.  ⑽, the corrected pressure at nozzles is determined as: 
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𝐷𝐷2 = 38.10 𝑔𝑔 = 44.89 𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 
 
Figure 4-13 Pump curve with real operation point 
Then the real flow rate at nozzles could be determined by equation [46]: 
𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄′
= �𝐷𝐷
𝐷𝐷′
 
where Q and P represent the original flow rate and pressure at nozzle, and the 𝑄𝑄′ and 𝐷𝐷′ 
represent the corrected values correspondingly. 
The corrected flow rate and spray angle are as shown in Table 4-10. 
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Table 4-10 Corrected parameters based on actual pressure at nozzles 
  Nozzle type Capacity Flow rate at 40 psi（gpm） Spray angle at 40 psi(°） 
Top H-VV 067 0.078 82 
Side H-VV 067 0.078 82 
Bottom H-VV 01 0.117 112 
 
According to the corrected spray angle at actual pressure, the distribution of nozzles must also 
be modified to achieve uniform coverage and required minimum coverage for largest bearings. 
The corresponding results have been shown in the following charts. 
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Table 4-11 Corrected positions of nozzles 
 
Spray angle 
(°) 
Distance 
(inch) 
Spacing 
(inch) 
Valid Coverage 
(inch) 
Overlap 
Top 82 4.125 6.375 12.00 22.22% 
Side 82 2.875 4.00 4.00 20.00% 
Bottom 112 2.4375 6.5 12.17 21.45% 
 
Figure 4-14 Distribution of nozzles shown in 3D drawing 
4.3  Design of oil recycling components 
Although the spray coating system has been designed with regard to uniform coverage on 
bearings with maximum size, due to the characteristics of nozzles and resulted spray pattern, 
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the overspray is impossible to be eliminated. Therefore, a DP of oil recycling system (DP113) 
is designed to recycle the oil, thereby improving the efficiency and productivity. 
At first, a drip tray placed at the bottom of the conveyor (DP1131) is integrated to collect the 
redundant oil by gravity (FR1131). After the bearing pass through the spraying area in the 
spraying chamber, the following extended length of the drip tray allows for excess oil on the 
bearings to drop off. The detailed dimensions of the drip tray are shown in Figure 4-15. 
 
 
Figure 4-15 3D drawing of drip tray 
Then collected oil will be delivered by the hoses (DP 1133) from the outlet in the central 
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bottom of the drip tray to the oil reservoir (FR1133), via the oil filter (DP1132) which 
eliminates the contaminants in the recycling oil (FR1132). The selected oil filter is an inline 
pipe fitting oil filter from McMaster-Carr. Refer to Appendix D.15 for detailed information of 
the product. 
4.4  Semi-closed spraying chamber 
The spraying chamber is designed to contain the airborne overspray within limited area, 
thereby providing a relatively safer working condition for the labors (FR114). This chamber is 
composed of transparent walls and ceiling (DP1141), three containment curtains separating 
different areas in the chamber (DP1142), contracted structure at exit area with extended length 
for extra oil to drop off (DP1143). The approximate structure of the spraying chamber is shown 
in Figure 4-16. 
 
Figure 4-16 Structure of spraying chamber in 3D drawing 
The main body of the chamber is made of clear polycarbonate (DP1141), providing sufficient 
rigidity and monitoring convenience (FR1141). As is shown in the chart, the bearing delivered 
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by the conveyor goes through the misting chamber from left to right. The spraying chamber is 
divided into 3 major parts by the containment curtained fixed on the ceiling by flap clamps 
(DP1144). At the entrance area, the first two flap curtains together prohibit airborne oil from 
going outside (FR1142). As the bearings goes through the spraying area between the second 
and the third flaps, the atomized oil will be applied on the surfaces of the bearings, with the 
flaps closed simultaneously (DP1142). In the exit area, the chamber is designed with a 
contracted shape instead of another containment curtain (DP1143). This is because the impact 
from flap curtain will weaken the oil film that just formed in the spraying process. And the 
contracted exit leaves moderate space for largest bearing to go through, limiting the overspray 
by guiding to the drop tray at bottom (FR1143).  
 
Figure 4-17 Spraying chamber with contracted exit 
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CHAPTER 5.  FINAL DESIGN SOLUTIONS 
In order to improve the production and working efficiency, the automation level is required to 
be as high as possible, in accordance with Constraint 2 defined in Section 3.2. However, the 
automation level is always conflicting with the budget, to a large extent. Consequently, two 
final design solutions considering different degree of automation with corresponding cost 
estimated were recommended. Both solutions are acceptable according the FRs that are 
defined to describe the desired characteristics of intended system. In the following sections, 
two final solutions are presented with a general level design structure as well as a block 
diagram illustrating the working process of the proposed systems. 
5.1  Design Solution 1 
In the first solution, given the fact that the original object of this design is to replace the 
previous manual packaging process by an automatic system, this solution is designed with 
completely automatic operation and a better performance based on information content. The 
design structure of solution 1with general-level FRs and DPs is shown in Appendix B.1.  
From the chart, the first part of the system is a custom-designed oil coating subsystem. It is 
integrated with a wire mesh belt conveyor and oil spraying mechanism, including spraying 
nozzles, spraying chamber, oil recycling components, etc. A hard film thermoforming 
vacuum packaging machine is proposed in the next step. It is integrated with chamber 
vacuum structure, wrapped film bagging and heat sealing all in one machine. The case 
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packing station, utilizes a combination of automatic case erector, case packer and case top 
sealer as a solution with a higher level of automation. Each machine is designed with quick 
changeover feature for altering the size of bearings and cases. With concisely designed 
control modules and safety sensors, they can accomplish the tasks of case forming, packing 
and sealing with least manual operation and most safety performance. 
The general packaging process could be illustrated according to the block diagram (Figure 
5-1).  
Firstly, the assembled bearings are transferred by wire mesh conveyor through the oil 
spraying chamber. The oil sprayed by nozzles on the ceiling of chamber attaches on the 
surface of bearings, providing sufficient corrosive protection. Overspray could be limited 
within the chamber and recycled by oil recycling components on the bottom of conveyor.  
Then the well coated bearings are fed into the thermoforming vacuum packaging machine. 
This machine firstly wraps the rigid film around the bearing to form a bag and then apply 
vacuum operation before sealing. After cutting spare film, the bearings will be sealed in a 
vacuum bag and ready for packing in carton cases.  
In order to automatically pack the bearings into cases, Model 330 case erector prepares the 
RSC flat blanks into erected boxes with sealed bottom. So that the Model 206 case packer 
could load the sealed bearing from sealing machine into the automatically formed cases, 
continuously. This case pack is able to adjust to a large range of case sizes and product sizes 
by simply setting the stacking pattern on control panel.  
At last, the cases packed with stack of bearings are fed through the Model 136 sealer for top 
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sealing. By then, the final product of packaging process, i.e. sealed bearings contained in 
carton cases, is ready for storage and shipping. 
The information of purchasing cost for each component of Solution 1 has been shown in 
Appendix C.1. The given prices are based on either price quotation from manufacture or 
approximate estimation that may change with different manufacturers and updated models. 
As is shown in the figure, the price for Model 206 Automatic Case Packer (DP22) is not 
available at present. And without this case packer, the total purchasing price for this solution 
is estimated as $98,750.00. 
 
Figure 5-1 Block diagram of Solution 1 
5.2  Design Solution 2 
The second solution consists of simplified subsystems and semi-auto machine at certain 
position, while satisfying basic functional requirements of the system with reduced cost. The 
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design structure of solution two with general-level FRs and DPs is shown in Appendix B.2. 
According to the design structure, the oiling system of Solution 2 is the same as that of solution 
one, i.e. a custom-designed spraying coating system integrated with wire mesh conveyor. But 
for the sealing subsystem, a horizontal poly-bagger is applied to seal the bearings into bags. 
Compatible VCI bag rolls are integrated with the bagger, to eliminate the moisture and oxygen 
contain in the poly bag. As for the carton case packing system, instead of fully automated 
packing machine, a semi-auto case packer is proposed in this solution. Although it can 
automatically feed, accumulate, stack and load the bearings, an operator is still needed for box 
erection and fixing the box at loading area. However, there is one advantage when applying this 
semi-auto packer. It is not necessary to separate sealers for bottom sealing and top sealing, and 
all sealing requirement could be satisfied by M30 top/bottom sealer. This integrated sealing 
machine is able to improve the packaging speed and reduce the cost simultaneously.  
The block diagram (Figure 5-2) shown below helps to understand the packaging process of 
solution 2. Similar to Solution 1, the assembled bearings go through the oil spraying area on 
wire mesh conveyor. Then the T-1000 horizontal poly-bagger seals the bearings in VCI bags, as 
additional corrosive protection. And the VCI bag is required to be thick enough in case that the 
bag is torn by the sharp edge of bearings. 
In the line of carton cases, the RSC flat blanks are erected and placed at the loading tunnel of 
Model 29 semi-auto case packer. Although it requires manual erection, the M29 case packer 
could automatically feed, accumulate, stack and load the bearings into the case fixed at loading 
tunnel. The filled cases will be released to the conveyor transferring to Model 30 sealer. Both 
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top sealing and bottom sealing for the case could be finished in sequence by this machine. 
The pricing information of Solution 2 has been shown in Appendix C.2. Since the ABC 
packaging recommended the automatic solution instead of this semi-auto solution, the price 
quotation for related machine (DP22 &DP23) is not available at present. However, considering 
the simplified structure and limited performance, the price of DP2 of Solution 2 will be much 
lower. Regarding DP12, the T-1000 Horizontal Poly-Bagger save about $10,000.00, compared 
with the Automatic Hard Film Thermoforming Vacuum Packaging Machine in solution 1. 
Consequently, Solution 2 is able to reduce the purchasing price, but at the expense of 
performance and accuracy. 
 
Figure 5-2 Block Diagram of Solution 2 
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CHAPTER 6.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1  Summary 
This thesis presents a study towards the design of an automatic product packaging system that 
aims at packaging the assembled bearings for appropriate protection. The focus of the research 
was to define the most essential functions of the packaging system and then to generate most 
creative, yet reasonable, design solutions for increasing the automation level.  
In order to overcome the drawbacks of current packaging process in QA, ADT was applied to 
the design of bearing packaging system automation. And the three major objectives proposed 
at the beginning were accomplished. 
Firstly, the design problem regarding the automation of bearing packaging was defined in the 
context of ADT. In particular, the customer requirements that characterize the desired attributes 
of intended system are classified into customer domain. And the selected products from the 
market, by which the final solution will be implemented, are considered as the detailed DPs in 
physical domain. Moreover, between the customer domain and physical domain, there exists 
the functional domain that consists of the FRs guiding the creation of DPs. Therefore, from the 
view point of ADT, the tasks of the designer regarding this application includes generalizing 
the customer need, followed by defining FRs that reflect the design intent of the packaging 
system as well as creating appropriate DPs with alternatives to satisfy the FRs, and 
implementing the final solution by integrating existing products in the market. 
During the process of designing the packaging system, the Independent Axiom in ADT has 
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been utilized to maintain the independence of defined FRs and to reduce the complexity of the 
design structure regarding the correlation between FRs and DPs. In the conceptual level, all 
design solutions have been determined as uncoupled design by checking the design matrix in 
each hierarchy. In other words, each FR is only related with a specified DP in the same level, 
thereby resulting in a diagonal design matrix according to ADT. Besides, in the detailed design 
process of oil spraying subsystem, the design solution has been maintained decoupled by 
applying available mechanical parts as well as custom-designed components. 
The design process was carried on along with the decomposition of both FRs and DPs from the 
higher levels to the most detailed levels. The FRs in the highest level, representing the design 
intent regarding the entire system, include providing corrosive protection on the surface, 
prolonging the protecting time and applying outer package to prevent physical damage during 
delivery. Accordingly, the proposed solution consists of either custom-design parts or available 
product in the market, such as custom-design oil spraying system, vacuum film-wrapping 
packing machine, automatic carton box erecting and sealing machine. The FRs and DPs in the 
higher levels were then analyzed and decomposed into sub-levels with detailed information. 
This process of decomposition needed to be carried on until the design was complete. 
Eventually, the design structure of the system has been decomposed into 7 levels, with 63 leaf 
FRs and 63 leaf DPs at the lowest levels in total. And the entire design structure was organized 
and represented by FR/DP hierarchies and corresponding design matrix based on ADT. 
By applying the independent axiom, acceptable solutions were created to satisfy the FRs. If 
more than one alternative exist for one certain FR, the information axiom was utilized to 
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determine the best solution, thereby maximizing the probability of satisfying the functional 
requirements of the entire packaging system. Eventually, two design solution integrated with 
different degrees of automation have been proposed for this application, each DP implemented 
by a unique machine or component without alternatives. 
6.2  Conclusions 
The main conclusions of this research are described as follows. 
1. Based on the ADT, two design solutions of ABPS are proposed, both of which satisfy the 
essential functions, i.e., enhancing the automation level while improving the working 
efficiency and reducing the labor cost. The first solution is designed with a higher 
automation level and also a higher cost level for its implementation, compared to the 
second solution that consists of simplified design with semi-automation and reduced cost. 
Furthermore, by applying ADT, creative design solution could be generated. In ADT, the 
FRs and DPs are divided into two domains, which require the designer define the FRs 
without thinking DPs, thereby resulting in creative ideas. In the first solution proposed by 
this research, a thermal forming vacuum film-wrapping packaging machine is integrated 
as a part of the system. Before this research, vacuum packing has been wildly applied for 
food packaging, but never applied for the packaging process of mechanical parts. 
However, based on ADT, the set of FRs must be defined without considering the 
conventional method or machine that is previously applied. According to the customer 
needs of prolonging the shelf-life of the product, the packaging system is required to 
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eliminate the surrounding moisture and oxygen. Any operation or method that can realize 
this FR could be considered as an acceptable solution. Via thorough research and analysis, 
the vacuum packing method is determined for use in the final solution.  
2. The comparison between design process applying ADT and the process with iterative 
calculating process, regarding the design of spray pattern, illustrates that ADT is capable 
of determining the values of multiple DPs that yield the desired performance.  
Specifically, in order to achieve uniform coverage of oil on the bearing, two FRs, i.e. 
12-inch theoretical coverage and 20% overlap of adjacent spraying patterns, need to be 
satisfied by changing the height of nozzles (D) and by altering the horizontal position of 
the nozzles (P). In conventional method, an iterative calculation according to Eq. (7) and 
Eq. (8) is necessary. At first, the value of P must be assumed in order to find the value of D. 
Then D need to be substituted into Eq. (7) to check whether the 12-inch coverage is 
realized. If not, another round of calculation will be carried on with a different value of P. 
this iterative process continues until the desired coverage and overlap are realized.  
By comparison, form the point of ADT, the aforementioned design problem is defined as a 
decoupled design with 2 FRs and 2 DPs, which means these two FRs could be satisfied if 
and only if the value of the DPs are changed in a proper sequence according to the 
information provided by design matrix. According to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), the design 
equation was determined as shown in Eq. (9). Therefore, within one round of calculation, 
the value of DPs regarding desired performance could be determined by applying ADT.  
3. Due to the design structure clearly illustrated by FR/DP hierarchies, ADT is capable of 
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facilitating the tasks of modification and revision in both design and maintaining process. 
At first, FRs and DPs in different hierarchies contain different degrees of details. FRs in 
higher levels represent the general expectation that represent the design intent, whereas 
those in lower levels represent the specific requirements guiding the selection of DPs. 
Besides, each element in design matrix represents the correlation between one FR and the 
corresponding DP. Given the change of certain DPs, the FRs that are affected could be 
determined based on FR/DP hierarchies at first. Then, by checking corresponding 
elements in the design matrix, the resulted change in FR could be calculated. 
Consequently, if the requirements of the system change in future or if the resulted 
performance is not satisfied, ADT can be utilized to locate the determinant part of the 
system and to determine the appropriate variation of DPs. 
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Automated Bearing Packaging System
Design Structure With All Alternatives
Functional Requirement
FR1- Apply inner package that provide corrosion
protection for bearings
FR11- Provide surface protection for bearings
FR111- Feed the bearings through oil coating area
FR112- Apply oil coating on the surface of bearings
FR113- Recycle the redundant oil
FR114- Maintain the overspary in a limited space
FR12-Maintain long effectiveness of protection
FR121- Moisture/oxigen eliminated  environment
FR121
Design parameter
DP1-Corrosion Protecting packaging system
DP11-Oiling Subsystem
DP111- Automatic horizontal conveyor
DP112- Spray coating subsystem
Upto 5 year indoor protection
Viscosity 3cSt
Density 6.91 lb./gal.
DP11221- Spaceing distance of
multiple nozzles
DP11222- Spraying distance of nozzles
10 gallon volumn
Exit for oil spraying
Entrance for oil recycling
DP1125- MG209 Pump with MGC28 motor
DP113- Oil recycling subsystem
DP114- Semi-closed spraying chamber
DP12- Sealing Subsystem
DP121- Vacuum operation/ VCI application
DP121- Vacumn packaging subsystem
Constraints
Con1- Cost within 50,000 dollars.
Con2- Integrate automated
solutions as much as possible to
free up the workforce and to
improve the productivity.
Con3- Flexible design that is
adjustable for current
bearings both in sizes and
weights.
Con4- Sufficient concern for
safety factors during the design
to ensure safety production.
Con5- Operating
convenience, especially
realized by integrated control
system.
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FR12211- Supply enough power for transimission
FR12212- Compatible height for joint
packaging station
FR12213- Enough length for continous operation
FR12214- Suitablefor all bearings in different sizes
FR2- Apply outer package that protects bearings from
ourter damamge during storage and shipping
FR21- Forming bottom-sealed boxes from flat carton blanks
FR211- Storing enough cases for continuous feeding
FR212- Reliable feeding/indexing from case stacks to
opening position
FR213- Erect case squarely and fold the flaps on bottom
FR214- Transfer case from opening position to sealing
position and maintain square shape
FR215- Reliable sealing on bottom
FR22- Filling the boxes with sealed bearings
FR221- Infeed the bearings to stacking area
FR222- Accummulate and stack the bearings with preset
amount for one case
FR223- Feeding the case to packing position
FR224- Packing stack of bearings into carton case
FR225- Delivering packed bearings to next sealing station
FR23- Sealing the filled box on top automatically
FR231- Feed the bearing through sealing position
FR232- Folding flaps on top of cases
FR233- Sealing the top with proper shape
DP121- Approaches of VCI Application
DP121- Oil-based VCI Application integrated with oil
spraying system
DP121- Poly bag attached with VCI
DP122 Film/bag sealing system
DP122- Wrapped film sealing subsystem
DP122- Automatic horizontal bagger
DP21- Box erector with bottom sealer
DP211- Vertical case magazine with releasing components
DP212- Feeding components
DP213- Automatic case opening components
DP214- Guiding and shaping components
DP215- Bottom sealing machine
DP22- Automatic case packing machine
DP221- Motor driven bearing infeed conveyor
DP222- Stacking mechanism controlled by operator panel
individual  stacking for large size bearing
DP223- Motor driven case feeding conveyor
DP224- Bearing loading mechanism
DP225- Deliverying conveyor in unloading area
DP23- Carton case top-sealing machine
DP231- Conveyor belts with drive motor
DP232- Flap folders for major flaps and inner flaps
DP233- Top sealing mechanism
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Design Structure of
DP11-Oiling Subsystem
Functional Requirement
FR1- Apply inner package that provide corrosion
protection for bearings
FR11- Provide surface protection for bearings
FR111- Feed the bearings through oil coating area
FR1111- Corrosive resistant for long term usage
FR1112- Sufficient strength properties
FR1113- High convenience of maintaince and clearance
FR1114- Suitable speed for suffcient oil coating
FR1115- Moderate  position control requirement
FR1116- Supply sufficient power for transmission
FR1117- Adaptive to dimensions of bearings
FR112- Apply oil coating on the surface of bearings
FR1121- Sufficient chemical protection supplied by oil film
FR1122- Generate oil spray with desired oil distribution on bearings
FR11221- Uniformly distributed oil film (at least 20% overlap)
FR11222- Coverage for maximum size bearings (12" diameter)
FR1123- Containing sufficient oil for continuous spraying and recycling
FR1124- Deliver the oil between pump, nozzle and reservoir
FR1125- Supply sufficient hydraulic pressure for spraying system
FR113- Recycle the redundant oil
FR1131- Collect the redundant oil
FR1132- Eliminate the contaminants in recycled oil
FR1133- Deliver the refined oil to oil tank
FR114- Maintain the overspary in a limited space
FR1141- Limit the overspray on top and side  with required
physical characteristics
FR1142- Limit the overspray at entrance
FR1143- Limit the overspray at exit
FR1144- Fastern the curtain at desired position
FR12-Maintain long effectiveness of protection
FR121- Moisture/oxigen eliminated  environment
FR121
FR1211- Continuous and automatic feeding
FR12111- Corrosive resistant for long term usage
FR12112- Sufficient strength properties
FR12113- High convenience of maintaince and clearance
FR12114- Suitable speed for suffcient oil coating
FR12115- Moderate  position control requirement
FR12116- Supply sufficient power for transmission
FR12117- Adaptive to dimensions of bearings
FR1212- Eliminate air out of the package
FR12121- Forming an enclosed space automatically
FR121211- Vacuum operation capable of all sizes of bearings
FR121212- The chamber is open as the bearing are tranporting and
closed as vacuum operating
FR12122-  Generating negative pressure in chamber
FR12121- Get access to the inside of film/ bag at sealing area
FR12122- Generating negative pressure in bag
FR1213- Treatment for long effective time
FR1231- Inert gas mixing
FR1232- Filling gas into films/bags before sealing
FR1233- Gas amount control
FR1234- Power supply
FR121
FR1211- Continuous and automatic operation
FR1212- Eliminate the corrosive elements in ambient air
FR1213- Long effective time for 5 years
FR122- Physical Barrier against ambient air
FR1221- Wrapping the film to form semi-closed bag
FR12211- Renewable film loading
FR12212- Supply sufficient power for operation
FR12213- Directing lower film to form a semi-closed bag around bearing
FR12214- Cut the film at designed position for different bearings
FR12215- Suffiecient strength properties of film to contain the bearings
FR12216- Load the bearings into formed package
FR1222- Seal the film-formed bag at designed area
FR12221- Heat generating
FR12222- Stable pressure for contact at sealing area
FR12223- Heat conduction
FR1221- Automatic feeding and removing of bearings for bagging
and sealing operation
FR12211- Supply enough power for transimission
FR12212- Compatible height for joint packaging station
FR12213- Enough length for continous operation
FR12214- Suitablefor all bearings in different sizes
FR1222- Prepare the roll of bags ready for packing
FR1223- Automatically packing bearing into the open bags
FR1224- Sealing the bags as soon as bag is filled
FR12241- Sensing the bearings as it enter the bag
FR12242- Sealing bags at open side
Design parameter
DP1-Corrosion Protecting packaging system
DP11-Oiling Subsystem
DP111- Automatic horizontal conveyor
DP112- Spray coating subsystem
DP1121- Ferrocote 5856 BF-T1 protecting oil
DP1122- Flat patterned spraying nozzles on top, side and bottom
DP11221- Spaceing distance of multiple nozzles
DP11222- Spraying distance of nozzles
DP1123- 10 gallon oil reservoir
DP1124- Delivering hoses
DP11251- Length
DP11252- Inner diameter 0.25"
DP11253- Wall surface roughness
DP11254- Tube fittings
DP1125- MG209 Pump with MGC28 motor
DP11241- Motor rated speed: 3550 rpm
DP11242- Pump curve at rated speed
DP113- Oil recycling subsystem
DP1131- Drip trap collecting oversprayed oil by gravity
DP1132- Oil filter
DP1133- Recycling hoses
DP114- Semi-closed spraying chamber
DP1141- Main body of the chamber
DP1142- Containment Curtain with slit in the middle
DP1143- Contracted ceilings with extended longitudinal length
DP1144- Flap clamp on the ceiling
DP12- Sealing Subsystem
DP121- Vacuum operation/ VCI application
DP121- Vacumn packaging subsystem
DP1211- Automatic bearing conveying subsystem
DP12111- Material
DP12112- Minimum load capacity of 65 lbs
DP12113- Structure of belt
DP12114- Adjustable speed control
DP12115-Driven mechanism
DP12116- Motor
DP12117- Belt lengths from 10'to 15', width from 12" to 15"
DP1212- Vacuum packaging system
DP1212- Chamber vacuum packaging machine
DP12121- Vacuum chamber with eversible lid
DP12122- Vacuum pump connected with fixed vent hole in the chamber
DP1212- External vacuum packaging machine
DP12121- Auto-driven telescopic air tap that can reach into the sealing bag
DP12122- Vacuum pump connected with air tap by fixed tube
DP1213- Inert gas filling components
DP1231- Gas mixing chamber
DP1232- Nozzle fixed inside chamber
DP1233- Open-loop control of gas filling
DP1234- Air compressor
DP121- Approaches of VCI Application
DP121- Oil-based VCI Application integrated with oil
spraying system
DP121- Poly bag attached with VCI
DP122 Film/bag sealing system
DP122- Wrapped film sealing subsystem
DP1221- Stretched film wrapping machine
DP12211- Removable loading shaft with adequate load capacity
DP12212- Motor and driven mechanism
DP12213- Directing components and mould with varied dimensions
DP12214- Controlled cutting machine
DP12215- Film feeding control system
DP12216- Automatic bearing loading components
DP1222- Heat sealing components
DP12221- Electric supply components
DP12222- Air pressing components
DP12223- Electric heating bars
DP122- Automatic horizontal bagger
DP1221- Flat belt conveyor
DP12211- Drive motor
DP12212- Adjustable supporting frame
DP12213- Length of conveyor
DP12214- Width of exposed belt
DP12215- Adjustable speed of belt
DP1222- Bag opeing device
DP1223- Bearing loading components
DP1224- Sealing components with sensor
DP12241-A light curtain at the entrance of the loading area
DP12242- Heat sealing bar
Appendix A.2 Design Structure of DP11-Oiling Subsystem
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FR1211- Continuous and automatic feeding
FR12111- Corrosive resistant for long term usage
FR12112- Sufficient strength properties
FR12113- High convenience of maintaince and clearance
FR12114- Suitable speed for suffcient oil coating
FR12115- Moderate  position control requirement
FR12116- Supply sufficient power for transmission
FR12117- Adaptive to dimensions of bearings
FR1212- Eliminate air out of the package
FR12121- Forming an enclosed space automatically
FR121211- Vacuum operation capable of all sizes of bearings
FR121212- The chamber is open as the
bearing are tranporting and closed as vacuum
operating
FR12122-  Generating negative pressure in chamber
FR12121- Get access to the inside of film/ bag at sealing area
FR12122- Generating negative pressure in bag
FR1213- Treatment for long effective time
FR1231- Inert gas mixing
FR1232- Filling gas into films/bags before sealing
FR1233- Gas amount control
FR1234- Power supply
FR1211- Continuous and automatic operation
FR1212- Eliminate the corrosive elements in ambient air
FR1213- Long effective time for 5 years
FR1221- Wrapping the film to form
semi-closed bag
FR12211- Renewable film loading
FR12212- Supply sufficient power for operation
FR12213- Directing lower film to form a
semi-closed bag around bearing
FR12214- Cut the film at designed position
for different bearings
FR12215- Suffiecient strength properties of
film to contain the bearings
FR12216- Load the bearings into formed package
FR1222- Seal the film-formed bag at designed area
FR12221- Heat generating
FR12222- Stable pressure for contact at sealing area
FR12223- Heat conduction
FR1221- Automatic feeding and removing of
bearings for bagging and sealing operation
FR12211- Supply enough power for transimission
FR12212- Compatible height for joint
packaging station
FR12213- Enough length for continous operation
FR12214- Suitablefor all bearings in different sizes
FR1222- Prepare the roll of bags ready for packing
FR1223- Automatically packing bearing into the open bags
FR1224- Sealing the bags as soon as bag is filled
FR12241- Sensing the bearings as it enter the bag
FR12242- Sealing bags at open side
DP1211- Automatic bearing conveying subsystem
DP12111- Material
DP12112- Minimum load capacity of 65 lbs
DP12113- Structure of belt
DP12114- Adjustable speed control
DP12115-Driven mechanism
DP12116- Motor
DP12117- Belt lengths from 10'to 15', width from 12" to 15"
DP1212- Vacuum packaging system
DP1212- Chamber vacuum packaging machine
DP12121- Vacuum chamber with eversible lid
DP12122- Vacuum pump connected with
fixed vent hole in the chamber
DP1212- External vacuum packaging machine
DP12121- Auto-driven telescopic air tap that
can reach into the sealing bag
DP12122- Vacuum pump connected with air tap by fixed tube
DP1213- Inert gas filling components
DP1231- Gas mixing chamber
DP1232- Nozzle fixed inside chamber
DP1233- Open-loop control of gas filling
DP1234- Air compressor
DP1221- Stretched film wrapping machine
DP12211- Removable loading shaft with
adequate load capacity
DP12212- Motor and driven mechanism
DP12213- Directing components and mould
with varied dimensions
DP12214- Controlled cutting machine
DP12215- Film feeding control system
DP12216- Automatic bearing loading components
DP1222- Heat sealing components
DP12221- Electric supply components
DP12222- Air pressing components
DP12223- Electric heating bars
DP1221- Flat belt conveyor
DP12211- Drive motor
DP12212- Adjustable supporting frame
DP12213- Length of conveyor
DP12214- Width of exposed belt
DP12215- Adjustable speed of belt
DP1222- Bag opeing device
DP1223- Bearing loading components
DP1224- Sealing components with sensor
DP12241-A light curtain at the entrance of the loading area
DP12242- Heat sealing bar
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Design Structure of
DP2- Automatic carton
packaging subsystem
Functional Requirement
FR2- Apply outer package that protects bearings from
ourter damamge during storage and shipping
FR21- Forming bottom-sealed boxes from flat carton blanks
FR211- Storing enough cases for continuous feeding
FR2111- Release case from stack for indexing to next positon
FR2112- Storing enough cases
FR212- Reliable feeding/indexing from case stacks to
opening position
FR213- Erect case squarely and fold the flaps on bottom
FR2131- Open case into square shape
FR2132- Fold  flaps on the bottom
FR214- Transfer case from opening position to sealing
position and maintain square shape
FR2141- Transfer case to sealing position
FR2142- maintain case square before sealed
FR215- Reliable sealing on bottom
FR22- Filling the boxes with sealed bearings
FR221- Infeed the bearings to stacking area
FR222- Accummulate and stack the bearings with preset
amount for one case
FR2221- Control the movements depending on preset size
of case and beraings
FR2222- Count the number of bearings entering stacking area
FR2223- Arrangement for bearing in each layer
FR2224- Change the layer being fed
FR223- Feeding the case to packing position
FR224- Packing stack of bearings into carton case
FR225- Delivering packed bearings to next sealing station
FR23- Sealing the filled box on top automatically
FR231- Feed the bearing through sealing position
FR232- Folding flaps on top of cases
FR233- Sealing the top with proper shape
FR2331- Maintain the flaps entirely folded
FR2332-  Seal the folded flaps at bonding line
Design parameter
DP2- Automatic carton packaging subsystem
DP21- Box erector with bottom sealer
DP211- Vertical case magazine with releasing components
DP2111- Vacuum pull-down releasing components
DP2112- Dimention of case magazine
DP212- Feeding components
mechanical slide bar transfer
vacuum gripper
DP213- Automatic case opening components
DP2131- Opening arm on top with fixing component below
DP2132- Mechanical flap folders
DP214- Guiding and shaping components
DP2141- transfer  belt or walking beam
DP2142- squaring plate
DP215- Bottom sealing machine
Tape sealing component
Adhesive sealing components
DP22- Automatic case packing machine
DP221- Motor driven bearing infeed conveyor
DP222- Stacking mechanism controlled by operator panel
multiple stacking for small size bearing
DP2221- Controller
DP2222- Accumulator
DP2223- Guiding plates
DP2224- Lifting pad
individual  stacking for large size bearing
DP223- Motor driven case feeding conveyor
DP224- Bearing loading mechanism
DP225- Deliverying conveyor in unloading area
DP23- Carton case top-sealing machine
DP231- Conveyor belts with drive motor
DP232- Flap folders for major flaps and inner flaps
DP233- Top sealing mechanism
DP2331- Guiding plate or compression components on top
Dp2332- Hot-melt adhesive sealing components
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Functional
Requirement
FR1- Apply inner package that
provide corrosion protection for
bearings
FR11- Provide surface protection for bearings
FR111- Feed the bearings through
oil coating area
FR112- Apply oil coating on the
surface of bearings
FR12-Maintain long effectiveness of
protection
FR121- Moisture/oxigen eliminated
environment
FR122- Physical Barrier against ambient air
FR2- Apply outer package that
protects bearings from ourter
damamge during storage and
shipping
FR21- Forming bottom-sealed boxes
from flat carton blanks
FR22- Filling the boxes with sealed bearings
FR23- Sealing the filled box on top
automatically
Design parameter
DP1-Corrosion Protecting packaging system
DP11-Self designed oil coating
subsystem
DP111- Wire Mesh belt Conveyor
DP112- Self-designed spray coating
subsystem
DP12- TDZL-420A Automatic Hard
Film Thermoforming Vacuum
Packaging Machine
DP121- Chamber
Vacumn Packaging
DP122- Wrapped film sealing
DP2- Automatic carton packaging
subsystem
DP21- Model 330 Automatic Case
Erector with bottom sealer
DP22- Model 206 Automatic Case Packer
DP23- Model 136 Automatic Top
Case Sealer
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ABPS_Solution 2
Functional
Requirement
FR1- Apply inner package that
provide corrosion protection for
bearings
FR11- Provide surface protection for bearings
FR111- Feed the bearings through
oil coating area
FR112- Apply oil coating on the
surface of bearings
FR12-Maintain long effectiveness of
protection
FR121- Moisture/oxigen eliminated
environment
FR122- Physical Barrier against ambient air
FR2- Apply outer package that
protects bearings from ourter
damamge during storage and
shipping
FR21- Forming bottom-sealed boxes
from flat carton blanks
FR22- Filling the boxes with sealed bearings
FR23- Sealing the filled box on top
automatically
Design parameter
DP1-Corrosion Protecting packaging system
DP11-Self designed oil coating
subsystem
DP111- Wire Mesh belt Conveyor
DP112- Self-designed spray coating
subsystem
DP12-  Horizontal automatic bagger
with VCI bags
DP121- Plastic bag
attached with VCI
DP122- T-1000
Horizontal Poly-Bagger
DP2- Automatic carton packaging
subsystem
DP21- Manual case erection and
placing at packing area
DP22- Model 29 Semi-auto Case Packer
DP23- Model 30 Top/Bottom Case Sealer
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Functional
Requirement
FR1- Apply inner package that
provide corrosion protection for
bearings
FR11- Provide surface protection for bearings
FR111- Feed the bearings through
oil coating area
FR112- Apply oil coating on the
surface of bearings
FR12-Maintain long effectiveness of
protection
FR121- Moisture/oxigen eliminated
environment
FR122- Physical Barrier against ambient air
FR2- Apply outer package that
protects bearings from ourter
damamge during storage and
shipping
FR21- Forming bottom-sealed boxes
from flat carton blanks
FR22- Filling the boxes with sealed bearings
FR23- Sealing the filled box on top
automatically
Design parameter
DP1-Corrosion Protecting packaging system
Price $42,350.00
DP11-Self designed oil coating
subsystem
DP111- Wire Mesh belt Conveyor
DP112- Self-designed spray coating
subsystem
DP12-  Horizontal automatic bagger
with VCI bags
DP121- Plastic bag attached with VCI
DP122- T-1000 Horizontal Poly-Bagger
DP2- Automatic carton packaging
subsystem
Price
DP21- Manual case erection and
placing at packing area
DP22- Model 29 Semi-auto Case Packer
DP23- Model 30 Top/Bottom Case Sealer
Appendix C.2 Cost Estimation for Solution 2
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quakerchem.com  |  1.800.523.7010
 » Up to five years of indoor protection from 
rust and corrosion in original packaging 
depending on storage conditions and tight 
process control
 » Rapidly displaces moisture and can be 
used to treat wet parts with no loss 
of protection, passes MIL-C-16173 
requirements
 » Fingerprint neutralization attributes which 
counteract the effect of acid residues 
from fingerprints, passes MIL-C-15074 
requirements
 » Protection of many metals, reducing costs 
and simplifying the overall operation
 » Reduces processing costs, high degree of 
compatibility with most bearing oils and 
greases means no need to remove the thin 
film
 » Thin film protection is almost 
imperceptible making inspection, 
handling, and packaging easier, the 
protection is the equivalent of 30 days in 
the JAN H-792 Cabinet (ASTM D 1748)
FERROCOTE® 5856 BF T1
METal PREsERvaTivE - GlOBal BEaRinG aPPROval
aPPliCaTiOn shEET
BENEFITS
APPLICATIONS
FERROCOTE® 5856 BF T1 is a barium-free, 
solventdispersed corrosion preventive providing 1-5 
years of indoor protection of ferrous and non-ferrous 
bearing surfaces. This product is formulated with 
a unique balance of polar additives that provides 
exceptional corrosion protection. It offers excellent 
water displacing and fingerprint neutralization 
performance characteristics. Its inherent versatility 
offers application flexibility using spray, immersion, 
flood or flow-coat techniques.
FERROCOTE® 5856 BF T1 is a global product 
extensively used for numerous industrial metalworking 
corrosion preventive applications.
PROPERTIES 
PROPERTy TyPICAL vALuE
Appearance Clear Amber
Pounds per gallon at 60ºF 6.91 lb./gal.
Flash Point via COC 176°F / 80°C
Odor Bubble gum
Viscosity at 100°F 36 SUS / 3 cSt
Pour Point Below 0°F / -18°C
Film Thickness (typical) 0.13 Mils
Copper Corrosion (max) ASTM D 130 1B
Dirt Content <30 mg / 100 ml
Moisture <0.50%
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Prior to using this product, consult the Material Safety Data Sheet for instructions regarding safe handling and environmental issues. The information contained herein is based on data 
available to us and is believed to be accurate. HOWEVER, NO WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR ANY USE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY IS EXPRESSED OR TO BE IMPLIED, 
REGARDING THE ACCURACY OF THESE DATA. THE RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE USE THEREOF, OR THE HAZARDS CONNECTED WITH THE USE OF THE PRODUCT. Quaker Chemical 
Corporation assumes no liability for any alleged ineffectiveness of the product or any injury or damage, direct or consequential, resulting from the use of this product unless such injury or 
damage is solely attributable to negligence on the part of Quaker Chemical Corporation.  013315-05  02/2013
quakerchem.com  |  1.800.523.7010
FERROCOTE® 5856 BF T1
METal PREsERvaTivE - GlOBal BEaRinG aPPROval
aPPliCaTiOn shEET
STORAGE AND HANDLING
FERROCOTE® 5856 BF T1 is available in drums 
(54 gal/373 lbs) or totes (320 gal/2,211 lbs). All 
containers are filled to volume by weight.
This product has a shelf life of 12 months. Like most 
Chemicals, it should be stored out of direct sunlight in 
temperatures between 40OF (4OC) and 110OF (43OC).
CUSTOMERS
 » Baldor
 » Borg Warner
 » Caterpillar
 » INA (Schaeffler Group)
 » Koyo
 » Metaldyne
 » NN Ball
 » Timken
 » virginia Forge
FLUID MAINTENANCE
Dilution is possible with the appropriate solvent or oil. 
Reservoirs of this product should be checked regularly 
for moisture content, corrosion protection properties, 
and inorganic build-up to insure optimum product 
performance.
Recommended fluid application temperature of  
68-85ºF / 20-30ºC.
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MODEL 104
SLIDER BED BELT
735 Industrial Loop Road • New London, WI 54961-9612 • 920-982-6600 • Fax 920-982-7750 • Toll Free 800-558-3616 
Website:  www.titanconveyors.com • Email:  sales@titanconveyors.com
18 3/8"
2 5/8" 3 1/2"
18"
OVERALL LENGTH
REQUIRED
HEIGHT
Belt Width2 1/2" 2 1/2"
Standard Infeed Cross Section
4"
Standard Frame Cross Section
BELT WIDTH
BELT WIDTH + 4"
Drive Section Cross Section
BELT WIDTH 2 1/2"4 1/4"
5 1/2"
 (IC-45)
 (IC-60)
REDUCERS
13 7/8"
15 1/8"
STANDARD END DRIVE
4 1/8"
3 1/4"
OPTIONAL 
SIDERAIL
3 1/2"
CENTER DRIVE & TAKE-UP CROSS SECTION
7 3/16"
25"
IC-45 & IC 60
REDUCERS
10"
IC-45 & IC-60
REDUCERS
BELT
WIDTH 2 3/8"
SIDE MOUNT DRIVE SECTION SIDE MOUNT DRIVE END VIEW
8" OR 12" STD.
CLEARANCE
7 3/4" (IC-45)
9" (IC-60)
TOP MOUNT DRIVE SECTION
TOP MOUNT DRIVE END VIEW
BELT
WIDTH2 3/8" 4 1/2"
7 3/16"
7 3/4" (IC-45)
9" (IC-60)
STANDARD CENTER DRIVE & TAKE-UP
6 5/8"
32 1/8"
Bulletin 1111-104GH
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MODEL 104
SLIDER BED BELT
The Model 104 Slider Bed Belt is designed with the 
systems approach in mind. The square head and tail 
end terminals allow you the flexibility to combine this 
unit with other Titan units to assure a continuous flow 
of material. The standard 4” deep formed 12 gauge 
frame allows integration with several other types of 
conveyors available from titan. Screw type take-ups 
and 4” diameter crown face pulleys are some of the 
standard design features. Modular design allows you 
the flexibility to add additional sections if required. 
You material handling requirements can be solved by 
the experts at Titan.
NOTE:  Specifications subject to change without notice
Shown with optional siderails
MODEL 104 SLIDER BED CONVEYORS SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Options
Belt Widths 12”, 18”, 24”, 30”, 36” 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 14”, 16”, 20”, 40”
Lengths 5’ min. to 40’ max 3’ min to 50’ max
Belt Type PVC 120 Black Rough top, food grade, V-guide on bottom, 
belt to fit application
Drive 1/2 HP 230/460/3/60 3/4, 1, 1-1/2, 2 HP, 115/2301/60, 575/3/60, TEFC, 
washdown, severe duty, invertrer duty, brake motor
Drive Pulley 4” dia. crowned, rubber lagged Machined & balanced pulleys for high speed
Frame 4” deep formed 12 ga.
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
H.P., drive location, speed; fixed or variable speed, controls, belt type, center drive & take-up, galvanized, stainless, 
siderails, transfer roller, V-guide,, supports, casters, other belt types, siderail skirting, special paint
Many other options available, consult factory representative
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MODEL 124
WIRE MESH BELT CONVEYOR
735 Industrial Loop Road • New London, WI 54961-9612 • 920-982-6600 • Fax 920-982-7750 • Toll Free 800-558-3616 
Website:  www.titanconveyors.com • Email:  sales@titanconveyors.com
Bulletin 1111  124GH
Roller Bed Deck
4 1/8" B.W. 2"
8 1/2"
B.W.
B.W.+7 1/2"
6 1/2"
B.W.
B.W.+1"
B.W.+4"
18"
Standard Tail Section
Overall Length
18"
Standard Drive Section
A
A B
B
C
C
9"
8 1/2"
5/8"
Wear Strip Deck
B.W.
B.W.+5 1/8"
6 1/2" 6 1/2"
B.W.
B.W.+1"
B.W.+4"
4 1/8" B.W. 2"
8 1/2"
Section A-A Section B-B
Section C-C
Section A-A Section B-B
Section C-C
Standard Tail Section
18"
Overall Length
18"
Standard Drive Section
5/8"
9"
8 1/2"
A
A
B
B
C
C
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MODEL 124
WIRE MESH BELT CONVEYOR
NOTE:  Specifications subject to change without notice
MODEL 124 WIRE MESH BELT CONVEYOR
Standard Options
Belt Widths 12”, 18”, 24”, 30”, 36” 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 14”, 16”, 20”, 40”, 42”, 48”
Lengths 5’ min., max. based on application
Belt Type 1/2” x 1” galvanized flat wire mesh Woven wire, balanced spiral, chain edge, stainless steel, high carbon or plastic
Drive  1/2 H.P. 230/460/3/60
3/4, 1, 1-1/2, 2 HP, 150/230/1/60, TEFC, 
washdown, severe duty, inverter duty, 
brake motor
Speed 60 f.p.m. fixed speeds, variable speed
Drive Sprocket 13 tooth, 4.4” P.D., H.D., Keyed
Frame Formed 10 ga.
Deck  Longitudinal steel wear strips Herringbone deck, roller deck
OPTIONAL
H.P., drive location, speed, fixed or variable speed, controls, belt widths, deck wear strip options, cooling fans, center 
drive & take-up, galvanized, stainless, siderails, supports, transfer roller, bolt-on bottom pans, e-stop with pullcord, 
casters, special paint
BELT OPTIONS - CONSULT FACTORY
Flat Wire Plastic Balance Weave
Titan offers the Model 124 Wire Mesh with two 
styles of decks.  The roller bed deck is used for 
heavy loads over long distances, and the lon-
gitudinal deck offers an open style for better air 
flow.  Wear strips are furnished in steel, stainless 
steel or plastic depending on the application.  The 
standard belt is 1/2” x 1” galvanized flat wire mesh 
with clenched selvage edge.  Numerous optional 
types of belts are available including heavy-duty, 
stainless steel and balanced spiral.  Wire mesh 
belting is ideal for handling parts that are hot, 
have to be washed down, dried or cleaned.  Belt 
widths of 12”, 18”, 24”, 30”, and 36” are supplied 
as standard
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MODEL 519
CHAIN DRIVEN LIVE ROLLER
735 Industrial Loop Road • New London, WI 54961-9612 • 920-982-6600 • Fax 920-982-7750 • Toll Free 800-558-3616 
Website:  www.titanconveyors.com • Email:  sales@titanconveyors.com
OVERALL LENGTH
13"
ROLLER HEIGHT
4 5/16" EFFECTIVEWIDTH 1 1/2"
1/4"
1 1/4"
3 1/8"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"EFFECTIVEWIDTH
1 1/4"
4 5/16"
5"
3 1/8"
11 1/2"
8"
13 1/2"
Rollers Set High Rollers Set Low
Standard Side Mount Drive
16 3/4"
3 3/4"
3 3/4" 3 3/4"
Standard Bottom Mount Drive
17 1/2"
Bulletin 1111  519CDLRGH
OVERALL LENGTH
13"
ROLLER HEIGHT
4 5/16" EFFECTIVEWIDTH 1 1/2"
1/4"
1 1/4"
3 1/8"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"EFFECTIVEWIDTH
1 1/4"
4 5/16"
5"
3 1/8"
11 1/2"
8"
13 1/2"
Rollers Set High Rollers Set Low
Standard Side Mount Drive
16 3/4"
3 3/4"
3 3/4" 3 3/4"
Standard Bottom Mount Drive
17 1/2"
OVERALL LENGTH
13"
ROLLER HEIGHT
4 5/16" EFFECTIVEWIDTH 1 1/2"
1/4"
1 1/4"
3 1/8"
1 1/4"
1 1/2"EFFECTIVEWIDTH
1 1/4"
4 5/16"
5"
3 1/8"
11 1/2"
8"
13 1/2"
Rollers Set High Rollers Set Low
Standard Side Mount Drive
16 3/4"
3 3/4"
3 3/4" 3 3/4"
Standard Bottom Mount Drive
17 1/2"
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MODEL 519
CHAIN DRIVEN LIVE ROLLER
The Model 519 Chain Driven Live Roller 
Conveyor from Titan is designed to handle 
medium duty loads such as boxes, light 
weight pallets and drums.  The unit incorpo-
rates a #40 chain with heavier duty roll-to-
roll drive.  The frame is made of formed 10 
gauge.  The standard drive is 1/2 H.P. for 60 
F.P.M. roller speed.  A wide range of stan-
dard effective widths are available.  Stan-
dard roller spacings are 4”, 6”, 8”, and 12”.  
Standard floor supports supplied are adjust-
able for approximately 30” top of roller.  The 
Model 519 has a minimum length of 4’ and 
can be ordered in lengths to meet individual 
requirements. Consult factory for further 
details and options.
NOTE:  Specifications subject to change without notice
NOTE:
Roll to Roll Drive Warning - 
Do Not operate conveyor 
without chain guard.
MODEL 519 CHAIN DRIVEN LIVE ROLLER CONVEYOR SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Options
Effective Widths 13” to 50” Specify up to 40” E.W.
Lengths 5’ min. 3’ min., max. based on application
Roller Size 1.9” Dia. x 16 ga. with 7/16” hex shaft
Roller Center 4” 6”, 8”, 12””
Frame Formed 10 ga.
Drive 1/2 H.P. 230/460/3/60 3/4, 1, 1-1/2, 2  H.P. 230/460/3/60
Chain Drive #40 #50 available
OPTIONAL
Roller Space - Consult factory, Roller Center - Consult Factory, Drive locations: as needed, Galvanized or stainless 
construction, H. P. , Speeds, Variable speed, Controls, Coated rollers, Paint, 2 or 3 strand chain transfers, Pallet lifts, “C” 
Face brake and Fixed end stop, Rollers set low, UHMW sleeves and Knee braces, Air operated blade stop, Supports - 
6” @ #8.2  structural channel,  
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Protect metal components, machined parts, engines, molds and more from corrosion 
with Zerust® ICT® VCI Bags. Zerust VCI Bags are embedded with Zerust’s proven and 
safe VCI (Vapor Corrosion Inhibitor) protection power. Zerust VCI technology is an 
odorless, non-toxic and invisible vapor that protects bare metals against corrosion for 
up to five years. Simply place a clean and dry metal item inside the VCI bag and tightly 
close. When the item is removed from the VCI bag it is clean and ready to use.
Zerust VCI Bags range in size from two inches up to 150 inches and are available 
in ferrous, non-ferrous or multimetal polyethylene film. Additives such as acid-gas 
blockers and anti-static are available, as well as custom colors and printing. Zerust VCI 
Bags are a cost-effective way to protect metals and have proven their performance 
with thousands of customers worldwide for over 20 years. 
p r o d u c t  i n f o r m a t i o n
b e n e f i t s
n Reduce corrosion incidences
n Improve shipment yield 
  rates
n Keep parts clean and   
  dirt-free
n Save money & resources
n Comes with Zerust® global 
  on-site support
f e a t u r e s
n Proven corrosion protection
n Easy-to-use
n Non-toxic
n Recyclable
n Compatible with Zerust  
  coatings and RPs
TECHNOLOGY THAT PROTECTS METAL FROM CORROSION
c o r r o s i o n  p r o t e c t i o n  f o r :
NORMAL
ENVIRONMENT
AGGRESSIVE
ENVIRONMENT
EXTREME
ENVIRONMENT
a p p L i c a t i o n  t Y p e
ZERuSt®  FERROuS yELLOw VCI BAGS PROtECt 
IRON, CASt IRON, StEEL ANd ItS ALLOyS FROM 
CORROSION.
a p p L i c at i o n  e X a m p L e s
ZERuSt® MuLtIMEtAL GREEN VCI BAGS uSEd 
tO PROtECt AN ENtIRE MAChINE duRING 
INtERNAtIONAL ShIPMENt.
Zerust® ict® Vci bags
Zerust® VCI Bags help you reduce the need 
for inspection, rework, scrapping and excess 
inventory due to corrosion—saving you and 
your company money and resources. 
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Choose by corrosion protection abilities. 
 Choose by physical protection abilities. 
 Find the product that best fits your needs.
We offer a full range of products for all types of situations. 
we make a variety of products that are right for your specific situation. 
For more information about the various products listed above, please visit 
our web site at www.zerust.com or contact us at +1 (763) 225-6600.
ICT® 700 Series: Liquid Additives and Coatings
Temporary corrosion protection for parts in-between production processes, 
during storage or for added protection to the ICT 500 series products during 
ocean shipments.    
ICT® 800 Series: Diffusers
Self-contained, portable products that diffuse Zerust® ICT chemicals to protect 
metals within enclosures, such as tool boxes, electrical boxes, etc.  
o t H e r  p r o d u c t s  a V a i L a b L e
n configurations 
Bags flat and gusset. Zipper closure 
option. 
n siZe range (WidtH)  
2 in (5 cm) - 125 in (317.5 cm) (flat)  
2 in (5 cm) - 125 in (317.5 cm) (gusset)
n tHicKness
 1-8 mil (25-200 microns) 
n coLor 
yellow, clear and green are standard 
colors depending on the corrosion 
protection formulation type. Other 
colors and printing available upon 
request. 
n protection tYpe 
Available in ferrous, non-ferrous, 
anti-tarnish & multimetal corrosion 
protection capabilities.
n protection Life  
Will protect metals for up to 5 years 
when properly packed and stored. 
n sHeLf Life  
Shelf life of 2 years if stored at 85° F 
(30° C) or less, out of direct sunlight 
and in original packaging.
Questions?  
please contact a customer service 
representative at +1 (763) 225-6600 
or email sales@zerust.com.
o r d e r i n g
i n f o r m at i o n 
This product is recyclable.  
Please consult federal, state 
and local regulations.
A  p r o d u c t  o f :
n o r t h e r n  te c h n o l o g i e s
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  c o r p o r a t i o n
4 2 0 1  W o o d l a n d  R o a d
P. O .  B o x  6 9
C i r c l e  P i n e s ,  M N  5 5 0 1 4 
P h :  + 1  ( 7 6 3 )  2 2 5 - 6 6 0 0 
FA X :  + 1  ( 7 6 3 )  2 2 5 - 6 6 4 5
E M A I L :  s a l e s @ z e r u s t . c o m
w E B :  w w w. z e r u s t . c o m
Instructions For Use
Pack only clean and 
dry parts.
Wear gloves to 
avoid leaving acidic, 
corrosion-causing 
fingerprints.
When packing, 
the ambient 
temperature and 
part temperature 
should be similar 
to prevent 
condensation.
Seal packs by zip 
ties, heat sealing or 
folding and  
applying water-
proof tape.
Warranty and Disclaimer Information:
We guarantee our products conform to documented quality specifications. Product information subject to change without notice. We make no warranty of 
any kind expressed or implied.  See www.Zerust.com/warranty.
©2011 Northern Technologies International Corporation (NTIC). All Rights Reserved. NTIC is the owner of the following trademarks: NTI®, Zerust®, The 
Zerust People®, ActivPak®, Cor Tab®, Plastabs®, ICT®, COR-SCI®, Z-CIS® and the color “yellow”. EXCOR®, VALENO®, ABRIGO® and UNICO® are registered 
trademarks of EXCOR GmbH, a Joint Venture Partner of NTIC. 
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NEOPACK  
BETTER YOUR CHOICE 
Automatic Hard Film Thermoforming Vacuum Packaging Machine 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
Technical Specifications 
Model TDZL-320A TDZL-420A 
Voltage(V/Hz) 3P 380/50 
Power (kw) 9 14 
Width of upper film(mm) 290 390 
Width of lower film(mm) 320 420 
Mold dimensions(mm) 390*290(L*W) 390*390(L*W) 
Pump Capacity(m3/h) 63 
63 Air pressure(Mpa) 0.6-0.8 
G.W.(Kg) 1000 1500 
Package Size(mm) 3600×800×1700 4800×900×1800 
Uses: 
This machine has Mitsubishi PLC, color touch screen and Mitsubishi servo motor or Mitsubishi frequency control of motor speed and all its 
electrical parts are imported from Japan, Europe and Taiwan. It also has perfect safety protection devices. It is applicable for plastics-plastics, 
paper-plastics and stiff-plastic packing by the way of vacuum, gas-filling and skin packaging, suitable for a variety of foods, meat products, 
seafood products, fruits and vegetables, frozen meats, medical apparatus and instruments, hypodermic needles and infusion apparatus. 
Technical Characters:  
1. Mitsubishi servomotor, touch screen and PLC control system make operating and adjusting easily. 
2. With assembling moulds, they can be replaced easily and can be used on several machines. The mould is equipped with a cooling system. 
3. An automatic code printing system can be equipped as per user's requirements for product packaging.  
4. According to user's requirements for product packaging, nitrogen or other protective gas can be filled into the package after vacuuming. 
5. With a world first–class vacuum pump made in Germany, advantages include high degree of vacuum, steady quality and good durability. 
6. With clamping chains imported from Germany, this machine is applicable for stretch shaping of soft films, hard films and semi-hard films 
with different thickness. 
7. Have a scrap recycling system, good environment and health can be maintained. 
8. with advanced transverse and longitudinal cutting system, making change easy and simple. 
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FLAT 
SPRAY
C4
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
VEEJET® NOZZLES
VEEJET H AND U NOZZLES
t'MBUGBOUZQFUBQFSFEFEHFTQSBZQBUUFSO
t0OFQJFDFEFTJHO
t4QSBZBOHMFTGSPN¡UP¡
t6OJGPSNTQSBZEJTUSJCVUJPOXJUIGMPXSBUFT
GSPNUPHQN	UPMQN

t0QFSBUJOHQSFTTVSFTVQUPQTJ	CBS

VEEJET H AND U OPTIONS
H-DT
1/8" to 1/4" female conn.
Flow rates below 1 gpm at 40 psi 
(3.8 lpm at 2.8 bar)
U 
1" to 2" male conn.
Flow rates of 40 gpm and greater at 40 psi 
(151 lpm and greater at 2.8 bar)
H-DU
1/8" to 1/4" female conn.
Flow rates of 1 gpm and greater at 40 psi 
(3.8 lpm and greater at 2.8 bar)
S
S
S S
S S
OVERVIEW: VEEJET H AND U
t'MBUTQSBZOP[[MFTBSFJEFBMGPSVTFJOTQSBZIFBEFSTPS
NBOJGPMET5IFZQSPEVDFBGBOUZQFUBQFSFEFEHFTQSBZ
QBUUFSOUPFOTVSFFWFODPWFSBHFXIFONVMUJQMFOP[[MFT
BSFVTFEJOBTFSJFT
t4PMJETUSFBN	¡TQSBZBOHMF
BWBJMBCMFUPBDIJFWFIJHIFTU
JNQBDUPGBOZOP[[MFUZQF
t$POTJTUFOUQFSGPSNBODFPWFSUIFJOEVTUSZhTMBSHFTUSBOHF
PGGMPXSBUFTBOEQSFTTVSFT
t4PNFNPEFMTGFBUVSFBOJOUFHSBMTUSBJOFS
t)JHIQSFTTVSFIJHIJNQBDUWFSTJPOTBWBJMBCMF
t2VJDLDPOOFDUWFSTJPOTBWBJMBCMFUPTQFFENBJOUFOBODF
BOEJOTUBMMBUJPO
H-U 
1/8" to 3/4" male conn.
Flow rates of 1 gpm and greater at 40 psi 
(3.8 lpm and greater at 2.8 bar)
H-VV and H-VVL 
1/8" to 1/4" male conn. 
Flow rates below 1 gpm at 40 psi 
(3.8 lpm at 2.8 bar)
H-VVL includes integral strainer
  100 to 500  10 to 100   500 to 1000   1000 to 5000
RELATIVE DROP SIZE
IN MICRONS
Drop size will vary based on flow rate and pressure.
VeeJet H and U Nozzles
As the liquid exits through 
the sharp V shape cut of the 
orifice, it forms into a flat 
spray pattern. The distribution 
is tapered from the center of 
the spray.
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FLAT 
SPRAY
C5
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
F = female thread; M = male thread. There is no material code for brass. Leave material code blank when ordering. Other materials available upon request.
Model Connection
Connection 
Size 
(in.)
Materials
Page Number
Performance 
Data
Dimensions 
and Weights
H-DT F 1/8 to 1/4 Brass, 303 stainless steel (SS) C6–C8
C13
H-DU F 1/8 to 1/4 Brass, 303 stainless steel (SS), Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) C9–C13
H-U M 1/8 to 3/4
Brass, Mild steel (I), 
303 stainless steel (SS), 
316 stainless steel (316SS), 
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
C9–C13
H-VV M 1/8 to 1/4
Brass, Mild steel (I), 
303 stainless steel (SS), 
316 stainless steel (316SS)
C6–C8
H-VVL M 1/8 to 1/4 Brass, 303 stainless steel (SS), 316 stainless steel (316SS) C6–C8
U M 1 to 2 Brass, Mild steel (I), 303 stainless steel (SS) C9–C13
VEEJET® NOZZLES
VEEJET H-DT, H-DU, H-U, H-VV AND H-VVL
BSPT connections require the addition of a “B” prior to the inlet connection.
Nozzle 
Prefix
Inlet 
Conn.
Nozzle 
Type
Material 
Code
Spray 
Angle
Capacity 
Size– 1/4 110VV SS–H 10
Example
ORDERING INFORMATION
VEEJET U
– U 500SS 50–1
Example
BSPT connections require the addition of a “B” prior to the inlet connection.
Inlet 
Conn.
Nozzle 
Type
Material 
Code
Spray 
Angle
Capacity 
Size
For more dimensions and sizes, contact your sales engineer.
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VEEJET® NOZZLES
Spray
Angle
at
40 psi
Nozzle Type/
Inlet Conn. (in.)
Capacity
Size
Equiv.
Orifice
Dia.
(in.)
Flow Rate Capacity (gallons per minute) Spray Angle (°)
H-VV H-VVL H-DT 5
psi
10
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
100
psi
200
psi
300
psi
500
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
200
psi1/8 1/4 1/8 1/4 1/8 1/4
110°
    01 .026 .035 .05 .07 .10 .14 .16 .22 .27 .35 94 110 121 124
    015 .032 .05 .08 .11 .15 .21 .24 .34 .41 .53 97 110 121 124
     02 .035 .07 .10 .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 98 110 120 123
     03 .043 .11 .15 .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 99 110 120 123
      04 .050 .14 .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 100 110 119 122
     05 .056 .18 .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 100 110 118 122
      06 .061 .21 .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 101 110 117 122
     08 .071 .28 .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 102 110 117 121
      10 .079 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5 103 110 117 119
     15 .094 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 104 110 117 118
95°
   0050 .018 – – .035 .050 .07 .08 .11 .14 .18 81 95 105 113
    01 .026 .035 .05 .07 .10 .14 .16 .22 .27 .35 81 95 105 113
   015 .032 .05 .08 .11 .15 .21 .24 .34 .41 .53 82 95 105 113
      02 .035 .07 .10 .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 82 95 105 113
     03 .043 .11 .15 .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 83 95 104 111
      04 .050 .14 .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 84 95 103 108
     05 .056 .18 .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 84 95 102 107
      06 .061 .21 .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 86 95 101 106
  065 .064 .23 .33 .46 .65 .92 1.0 1.5 1.8 2.3 86 95 101 106
      08 .071 .28 .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 87 95 100 105
80°
    0050 .018 – – .035 .050 .07 .08 .11 .14 .18 61 80 95 101
    0067 .021 – .033 .05 .067 .09 .11 .15 .18 .24 67 80 94 99
      01 .026 – .05 .07 .10 .14 .16 .22 .27 .35 68 80 89 92
    015 .032 – .08 .11 .15 .21 .24 .34 .41 .53 68 80 89 92
      02 .035 .07 .10 .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 69 80 88 91
      03 .043 .11 .15 .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 70 80 87 90
      04 .050 .14 .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 71 80 86 89
      05 .056 .18 .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 71 80 86 89
      06 .061 .21 .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 72 80 85 88
   07 .066 .25 .35 .49 .70 .99 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.5 72 80 85 88
      08 .071 .28 .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 72 80 84 87
    09 .075 .32 .45 .64 .90 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.5 3.2 73 80 84 87
PERFORMANCE DATA: 
STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
S
S
Highlighted column shows the rated pressure.
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FLAT 
SPRAY
C7
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
VEEJET® NOZZLES
Spray
Angle
at
40 psi
Nozzle Type/
Inlet Conn. (in.)
Capacity
Size
Equiv.
Orifice
Dia.
(in.)
Flow Rate Capacity (gallons per minute) Spray Angle (°)
H-VV H-VVL H-DT
1/8 1/4 1/8 1/4 1/8 1/4 5psi
10
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
100
psi
200
psi
300
psi
500
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
200
psi
73°
     0077 .023 – .039 .055 .077 .11 .12 .17 .21 .27 53 73 86 92
    0154 .032 .054 .077 .11 .15 .22 .24 .34 .42 .54 55 73 84 88
  0231 .038 .082 .12 .16 .23 .33 .37 .52 .63 .82 56 73 83 87
    0308 .044 .11 .15 .22 .31 .44 .49 .69 .84 1.1 58 73 82 86
  0462 .054 .16 .23 .33 .46 .65 .73 1.0 1.3 1.6 60 73 80 84
  0770 .069 .27 .39 .54 .77 1.1 1.2 1.7 2.1 2.7 64 73 77 82
65°
  0017 .011 – – .012 .017 .024 .027 .038 .047 .06 44 65 77 86
  0033 .015 – – .023 .033 .047 .052 .07 .09 .12 47 65 76 83
     0067 .021 – .033 .05 .067 .09 .11 .15 .18 .24 50 65 75 81
      01 .026 – .05 .07 .10 .14 .16 .22 .27 .35 51 65 74 80
    015 .032 – .08 .11 .15 .21 .24 .34 .41 .53 51 65 74 80
      02 .035 .07 .10 .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 52 65 73 79
  025 .039 .09 .13 .18 .25 .35 .40 .56 .68 .88 52 65 73 79
      03 .043 .11 .15 .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 53 65 72 78
      04 .050 .14 .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 53 65 72 76
      05 .056 .18 .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 53 65 72 76
   055 .059 .19 .28 .39 .55 .78 .87 1.2 1.5 1.9 53 65 72 76
     06 .061 .21 .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 54 65 72 75
   07 .066 .25 .35 .49 .70 .99 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.5 54 65 71 75
      08 .071 .28 .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 55 65 71 74
   09 .075 .32 .45 .64 .90 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.5 3.2 55 65 71 74
50°
    01 .026 – .05 .07 .10 .14 .16 .22 .27 .35 37 50 59 65
    02 .035 – .10 .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 39 50 57 63
     03 .043 .11 .15 .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 40 50 56 62
     04 .050 .14 .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 42 50 56 61
     05 .056 .18 .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 44 50 56 61
  055 .059 .19 .28 .39 .55 .78 .87 1.2 1.5 1.9 44 50 56 61
     06 .061 .21 .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 45 50 56 60
   07 .066 .25 .35 .49 .70 .99 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.5 45 50 56 60
     08 .071 .28 .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 45 50 55 60
   09 .075 .32 .45 .64 .90 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.5 3.2 45 50 55 59
40°
     01 .026 – – .07 .10 .14 .16 .22 .27 .35 26 40 52 59
     015 .032 – – .11 .15 .21 .24 .34 .41 .53 27 40 52 59
      02 .035 – .10 .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 29 40 51 58
      03 .043 – .15 .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 30 40 50 57
      04 .050 – .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 30 40 50 56
PERFORMANCE DATA: 
STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
S
Highlighted column shows the rated pressure.
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FLAT 
SPRAY
C8
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
VEEJET® NOZZLES
Spray
Angle
at
40 psi
Nozzle Type/
Inlet Conn. (in.)
Capacity
Size
Equiv.
Orifice
Dia.
(in.)
Flow Rate Capacity (gallons per minute) Spray Angle (°)
H-VV H-VVL H-DT
1/8 1/4 1/8 1/4 1/8 1/4 5psi
10
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
100
psi
200
psi
300
psi
500
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
200
psi
40°
      05 .056 – .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 31 40 49 55
    055 .059 – .28 .39 .55 .78 .87 1.2 1.5 1.9 31 40 49 55
      06 .061 – .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 31 40 49 55
    065 .064 – .33 .46 .65 .92 1.0 1.5 1.8 2.3 31 40 48 54
    07 .066 – .35 .49 .70 .99 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.5 31 40 48 54
      08 .071 .28 .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 31 40 47 53
 085 .073 .30 .43 .60 .85 1.2 1.3 1.9 2.3 3.0 32 40 46 50
    09 .075 .32 .45 .64 .90 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.5 3.2 32 40 46 50
25°
     01 .026 – – .07 .10 .14 .16 .22 .27 .35 14 25 34 42
      02 .035 – – .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 15 25 33 40
      03 .043 – – .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 15 25 33 40
      04 .050 – .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 16 25 32 39
   045 .053 – .23 .32 .45 .64 .71 1.0 1.2 1.6 16 25 32 39
      05 .056 – .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 16 25 32 39
    055 .059 – .28 .39 .55 .78 .87 1.2 1.5 1.9 16 25 31 38
      06 .061 – .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 17 25 31 38
    065 .064 – .33 .46 .65 .92 1.0 1.5 1.8 2.3 17 25 31 38
     07 .066 – .35 .49 .70 .99 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.5 17 25 31 38
  075 .068 – .38 .53 .75 1.1 1.2 1.7 2.1 2.7 17 25 31 38
      08 .071 – .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 17 25 31 38
 085 .073 – .43 .60 .85 1.2 1.3 1.9 2.3 3.0 18 25 31 37
    09 .075 – .45 .64 .90 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.5 3.2 17 25 31 37
 15 .094 – .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 18 25 31 37
15°
   01 .026 – – – .10 .14 .16 .22 .27 .35 – 15 24 28
    02 .035 – – .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 6 15 22 27
      03 .043 – – .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 6 15 22 27
      04 .050 – – .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 7 15 21 26
      05 .056 – – .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 7 15 21 26
    055 .059 – .28 .39 .55 .78 .87 1.2 1.5 1.9 7 15 21 26
      06 .061 – .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 8 15 21 26
    065 .064 – .33 .46 .65 .92 1.0 1.5 1.8 2.3 8 15 20 25
   07 .066 – .35 .49 .70 .99 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.5 8 15 20 25
      08 .071 – .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 9 15 20 25
    085 .073 – .43 .60 .85 1.2 1.3 1.9 2.3 3.0 9 15 19 24
    09 .075 – .45 .64 .90 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.5 3.2 9 15 19 24
PERFORMANCE DATA: 
STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
S
Highlighted column shows the rated pressure.
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FLAT 
SPRAY
C9
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
Spray
Angle
at
40 psi
Nozzle Type/
Inlet Conn. (in.)
Capacity
Size
Equiv.
Orifice
Dia.
(in.)
Flow Rate Capacity (gallons per minute) Spray Angle (°)
H-U H-DU U
1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1/8 1/4 1 1-1/4 2 5psi
10
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
100
psi
200
psi
300
psi
500
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
200
psi
110°  20 .109 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1 105 110 117 118
95°
     10 .079 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5 89 95 100 105
     15 .094 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 90 95 100 105
    20 .109 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1 90 95 100 105
     30 .133 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.2 4.7 6.7 8.2 10.6 91 95 101 105
    40 .153 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.7 6.3 8.9 11.0 14.1 92 95 100 105
   50 .172 1.8 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.1 7.9 11.2 13.7 17.7 93 95 99 103
   60 .188 2.1 3.0 4.2 6.0 8.5 9.5 13.4 16.4 21 93 95 99 103
    70 .203 2.5 3.5 4.9 7.0 9.9 11.1 15.7 19.2 25 93 95 99 103
 80 .217 2.8 4.0 5.7 8.0 11.3 12.6 17.9 22 28 93 95 99 102
 100 .243 3.5 5.0 7.1 10.0 14.1 15.8 22 27 35 93 95 99 102
 150 .297 5.3 7.5 10.6 15.0 21 24 34 41 53 93 95 99 102
 400 .472 14.1 20 28 40 57 63 89 110 141 93 95 99 102
80°
      10 .079 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5 73 80 84 87
     15 .094 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 74 80 83 86
      20 .109 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1 74 80 83 86
      30 .133 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.2 4.7 6.7 8.2 10.6 74 80 83 86
      40 .153 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.7 6.3 8.9 11.0 14.1 74 80 83 86
    50 .172 1.8 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.1 7.9 11.2 13.7 17.7 74 80 83 85
    60 .188 2.1 3.0 4.2 6.0 8.5 9.5 13.4 16.4 21 75 80 83 85
    70 .203 2.5 3.5 4.9 7.0 9.9 11.1 15.7 19.2 25 75 80 83 86
  100 .243 3.5 5.0 7.1 10.0 14.1 15.8 22 27 35 75 80 83 86
  150 .297 5.3 7.5 10.6 15.0 21 24 34 41 53 73 80 84 86
  200 .343 7.1 10.0 14.1 20 28 32 45 55 71 74 80 82 85
 400 .472 14.1 20 28 40 57 63 89 110 141 78 80 81 83
 500 .528 17.7 25 35 50 71 79 112 137 177 78 80 81 83
 580 .569 21 29 41 58 82 92 130 159 205 78 80 81 83
65°
     10 .079 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5 56 65 71 74
  12 .084 .42 .60 .85 1.2 1.7 1.9 2.7 3.3 4.2 56 65 71 73
      15 .094 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 56 65 70 73
     20 .109 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1 57 65 70 73
 25 .121 .88 1.3 1.8 2.5 3.5 4.0 5.6 6.8 8.8 57 65 69 73
     30 .133 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.2 4.7 6.7 8.2 10.6 58 65 69 72
     40 .153 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.7 6.3 8.9 11.0 14.1 59 65 68 72
     50 .172 1.8 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.1 7.9 11.2 13.7 17.7 60 65 68 71
    60 .188 2.1 3.0 4.2 6.0 8.5 9.5 13.4 16.4 21 60 65 68 71
VEEJET® NOZZLES
PERFORMANCE DATA: 
STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
S
Highlighted column shows the rated pressure.
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FLAT 
SPRAY
C10
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
VEEJET® NOZZLES
Spray
Angle
at
40 psi
Nozzle Type/
Inlet Conn. (in.)
Capacity
Size
Equiv.
Orifice
Dia.
(in.)
Flow Rate Capacity (gallons per minute) Spray Angle (°)
H-U H-DU U
1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1/8 1/4 1 1-1/4 2 5psi
10
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
100
psi
200
psi
300
psi
500
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
200
psi
65°
     70 .203 2.5 3.5 4.9 7.0 9.9 11.1 15.7 19.2 25 60 65 68 71
  100 .243 3.5 5.0 7.1 10.0 14.1 15.8 22 27 35 58 65 69 70
  150 .297 5.3 7.5 10.6 15.0 21 24 34 41 53 59 65 68 70
  200 .343 7.1 10.0 14.1 20 28 32 45 55 71 60 65 67 69
 250 .373 8.8 12.5 17.7 25 35 40 56 68 88 60 65 67 69
 300 .409 10.6 15.0 21 30 42 47 67 82 106 60 65 67 69
 400 .472 14.1 20 28 40 57 63 89 110 141 60 65 67 69
  500 .528 17.7 25 35 50 71 79 112 137 177 60 65 66 68
 580 .569 21 29 41 58 82 92 130 159 205 61 65 66 68
50°
 02 .035 .07 .10 .14 .20 .28 .32 .45 .55 .71 39 50 57 63
 03 .043 .11 .15 .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1 40 50 56 62
 04 .050 .14 .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4 42 50 56 61
 05 .056 .18 .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8 44 50 56 61
 055 .059 .19 .28 .39 .55 .78 .87 1.2 1.5 1.9 44 50 56 61
 06 .061 .21 .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1 45 50 56 60
 07 .066 .25 .35 .49 .70 .99 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.5 45 50 56 60
 08 .071 .28 .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8 45 50 55 60
     10 .079 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5 45 50 55 59
     15 .094 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 45 50 55 59
     20 .109 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1 45 50 55 59
     30 .133 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.2 4.7 6.7 8.2 10.6 45 50 55 59
     40 .153 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.7 6.3 8.9 11.0 14.1 46 50 54 59
    50 .172 1.8 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.1 7.9 11.2 13.7 17.7 46 50 54 59
   60 .188 2.1 3.0 4.2 6.0 8.5 9.5 13.4 16.4 21 46 50 54 59
    70 .203 2.5 3.5 4.9 7.0 9.9 11.1 15.7 19.2 25 46 50 54 59
  80 .217 2.8 4.0 5.7 8.0 11.3 12.6 17.9 22 28 45 50 53 58
 85 .224 3.0 4.3 6.0 8.5 12.0 13.4 19.0 23 30 45 50 53 57
 90 .230 3.2 4.5 6.4 9.0 12.7 14.2 20 25 32 45 50 53 56
  100 .243 3.5 5.0 7.1 10.0 14.1 15.8 22 27 35 44 50 52 54
 110 .255 3.9 5.5 7.8 11.0 15.6 17.4 25 30 39 45 50 53 54
 120 .266 4.2 6.0 8.5 12.0 17.0 19.0 27 33 42 44 50 53 55
 135 .282 4.8 6.8 9.5 13.5 19.1 21 30 37 48 45 50 52 55
  150 .297 5.3 7.5 10.6 15.0 21 24 34 41 53 45 50 52 55
 200 .343 7.1 10.0 14.1 20 28 32 45 55 71 46 50 52 55
 250 .384 8.8 12.5 17.7 25 35 40 56 68 88 46 50 52 55
 400 .472 14.1 20 28 40 57 63 89 110 141 46 50 52 55
PERFORMANCE DATA: 
STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
S
Highlighted column shows the rated pressure.
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FLAT 
SPRAY
C11
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
VEEJET® NOZZLES
Spray
Angle
at
40 psi
Nozzle Type/
Inlet Conn. (in.)
Capacity
Size
Equiv.
Orifice
Dia.
(in.)
Flow Rate Capacity (gallons per minute) Spray Angle (°)
H-U H-DU U
1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1/8 1/4 1 1-1/4 2 5psi
10
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
100
psi
200
psi
300
psi
500
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
200
psi
50°
  500 .528 17.7 25 35 50 71 79 112 137 177 49 50 51 54
 580 .569 21 29 41 58 82 92 130 159 205 49 50 51 53
 750 .647 27 38 53 75 106 119 168 205 265 49 50 51 53
 1000 .747 35 50 71 100 141 158 224 274 354 49 50 51 53
 1500 .915 53 75 106 150 212 237 335 411 530 49 50 51 52
 2000 1.056 71 100 141 200 283 316 447 548 707 49 50 51 52
40°
     10 .079 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5 32 40 45 48
      15 .094 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 32 40 45 48
      20 .109 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1 32 40 45 48
     30 .133 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.2 4.7 6.7 8.2 10.6 33 40 45 48
     40 .153 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.7 6.3 8.9 11.0 14.1 34 40 45 48
    50 .172 1.8 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.1 7.9 11.2 13.7 17.7 35 40 45 48
    60 .188 2.1 3.0 4.2 6.0 8.5 9.5 13.4 16.4 21 35 40 45 48
    70 .203 2.5 3.5 4.9 7.0 9.9 11.1 15.7 19.2 25 35 40 45 48
 80 .217 2.8 4.0 5.7 8.0 11.3 12.6 17.9 22 28 35 40 44 47
  100 .243 3.5 5.0 7.1 10.0 14.1 15.8 22 27 35 34 40 43 46
  150 .297 5.3 7.5 10.6 15.0 21 24 34 41 53 35 40 43 44
 200 .343 7.1 10.0 14.1 20 28 32 45 55 71 36 40 42 44
 500 .528 17.7 25 35 50 71 79 112 137 177 38 40 41 45
25°
    10 .079 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5 18 25 31 37
     15 .094 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 18 25 31 37
     20 .109 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1 19 25 31 37
     30 .133 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.2 4.7 6.7 8.2 10.6 20 25 30 36
    40 .153 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.7 6.3 8.9 11.0 14.1 21 25 29 35
   50 .172 1.8 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.1 7.9 11.2 13.7 17.7 21 25 29 35
   60 .188 2.1 3.0 4.2 6.0 8.5 9.5 13.4 16.4 21 22 25 29 35
    70 .203 2.5 3.5 4.9 7.0 9.9 11.1 15.7 19.2 25 22 25 29 35
  100 .243 3.5 5.0 7.1 10.0 14.1 15.8 22 27 35 23 25 28 32
  150 .297 5.3 7.5 10.6 15.0 21 24 34 41 53 24 25 28 30
 200 .343 7.1 10.0 14.1 20 28 32 45 55 71 24 25 26 29
  500 .528 17.7 25 35 50 71 79 112 137 177 24 25 26 29
 750 .647 27 38 53 75 106 119 168 205 265 24 25 26 28
 1000 .747 35 50 71 100 141 158 224 274 354 24 25 26 28
15°
    10 .079 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5 10 15 19 24
     15 .094 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3 10 15 19 24
     20 .109 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1 10 15 19 23
PERFORMANCE DATA: 
STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
S
Highlighted column shows the rated pressure.
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SPRAY
C12
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
VEEJET® NOZZLES
Spray
Angle
at
40 psi
Nozzle Type/
Inlet Conn. (in.)
Capacity
Size
Equiv.
Orifice
Dia.
(in.)
Flow Rate Capacity (gallons per minute) Spray Angle (°)
H-U H-DU U
1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1/8 1/4 1 1-1/4 2 5psi
10
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
100
psi
200
psi
300
psi
500
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
200
psi
15°
     30 .133 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.2 4.7 6.7 8.2 10.6 10 15 19 21
     40 .153 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.7 6.3 8.9 11.0 14.1 10 15 18 21
    50 .172 1.8 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.1 7.9 11.2 13.7 17.7 11 15 18 21
   60 .188 2.1 3.0 4.2 6.0 8.5 9.5 13.4 16.4 21 11 15 18 21
    70 .203 2.5 3.5 4.9 7.0 9.9 11.1 15.7 19.2 25 11 15 18 21
  100 .243 3.5 5.0 7.1 10.0 14.1 15.8 22 27 35 13 15 17 18
 120 .266 4.2 6.0 8.5 12.0 17.0 19.0 27 33 42 13 15 17 18
 150 .297 5.3 7.5 10.6 15.0 21 24 34 41 53 14 15 17 18
 200 .343 7.1 10.0 14.1 20 28 32 45 55 71 14 15 17 18
 500 .528 17.7 25 35 50 71 79 112 137 177 14 15 16 17
 1000 .747 35 50 71 100 141 158 224 274 354 14 15 16 17
0°
   03 .041 .11 .15 .21 .30 .42 .47 .67 .82 1.1
0
Solid Stream
    04 .047 .14 .20 .28 .40 .57 .63 .89 1.1 1.4
    05 .053 .18 .25 .35 .50 .71 .79 1.1 1.4 1.8
    055 .055 .19 .28 .39 .55 .78 .87 1.2 1.5 1.9
    06 .058 .21 .30 .42 .60 .85 .95 1.3 1.6 2.1
    065 .060 .23 .33 .46 .65 .92 1.0 1.5 1.8 2.3
   07 .062 .25 .35 .49 .70 .99 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.5
    08 .067 .28 .40 .57 .80 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.2 2.8
 085 .069 .30 .43 .60 .85 1.2 1.3 1.9 2.3 3.0
    09 .071 .32 .45 .64 .90 1.3 1.4 2.0 2.5 3.2
    10 .075 .35 .50 .71 1.0 1.4 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.5
  12 .082 .42 .60 .85 1.2 1.7 1.9 2.7 3.3 4.2
    15 .091 .53 .75 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.4 3.4 4.1 5.3
     20 .106 .71 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.8 3.2 4.5 5.5 7.1
    30 .129 1.1 1.5 2.1 3.0 4.2 4.7 6.7 8.2 10.6
    40 .149 1.4 2.0 2.8 4.0 5.7 6.3 8.9 11.0 14.1
  50 .167 1.8 2.5 3.5 5.0 7.1 7.9 11.2 13.7 17.7
  60 .183 2.1 3.0 4.2 6.0 8.5 9.5 13.4 16.4 21
   70 .198 2.5 3.5 4.9 7.0 9.9 11.1 15.7 19.2 25
  80 .211 2.8 4.0 5.7 8.0 11.3 12.6 17.9 22 28
 100 .236 3.5 5.0 7.1 10.0 14.1 15.8 22 27 35
 120 .259 4.2 6.0 8.5 12.0 17.0 19.0 27 33 42
  150 .289 5.3 7.5 10.6 15.0 21 24 34 41 53
 165 .303 5.8 8.3 11.7 16.5 23 26 37 45 58
 200 .334 7.1 10.0 14.1 20 28 32 45 55 71
PERFORMANCE DATA: 
STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
S
Highlighted column shows the rated pressure.
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SPRAY
C13
S  STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
VEEJET® NOZZLES
Nozzle Nozzle Type
Inlet 
Conn. 
(in.)
L
(in.)
Hex.
(in.)
D 
(Dia.) 
(in.)
Net 
Weight
(oz.)
L
H-DT 
(F)
1/8 0.750 1/2 – 0.5
1/4 0.780 5/8 – 0.8
L H-DU 
(F)
1/8 1.125 1/2 – 0.8
1/4 1.250 5/8 – 1.3
L
H-U 
(M)
1/8 1.000 9/16 – 0.5
1/4 1.000 9/16 – 0.8
3/8 1.250 11/16 – 1.5
1/2 1.500 7/8 – 2.3
3/4 2.000 1-1/16 – 5
L
H-VV 
(M)
1/8 0.875 1/2 – 0.5
1/4 0.906 9/16 – 0.8
Based on the largest/heaviest version of each type.
Nozzle Nozzle Type
Inlet 
Conn. 
(in.)
L
(in.)
Hex.
(in.)
D 
(Dia.) 
(in.)
Net 
Weight
(oz.)
L H-VVL 
(M)
1/8 1.531 1/2 – 0.8
1/4 1.250 9/16 – 1

D
L
U (M)
1 2.313 – 1.313 9
1-1/4 3.750 – 1.688 20
2 5.375 – 2.375 68
Based on the largest/heaviest version of each type.
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
Spray
Angle
at
40 psi
Nozzle Type/
Inlet Conn. (in.)
Capacity
Size
Equiv.
Orifice
Dia.
(in.)
Flow Rate Capacity (gallons per minute) Spray Angle (°)
H-U H-DU U
1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 3/4 1/8 1/4 1 1-1/4 2 5psi
10
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
100
psi
200
psi
300
psi
500
psi
20
psi
40
psi
80
psi
200
psi
0°
  250 .373 8.8 12.5 17.7 25 35 40 56 68 88
0
Solid Stream
 350 .437 12.4 17.5 25 35 49 55 78 96 124
  570 .558 20 29 40 57 81 90 127 156 202
 700 .618 25 35 49 70 99 111 157 192 247
 1000 .739 35 50 71 100 141 158 224 274 354
 1100 .775 39 55 78 110 156 174 246 301 389
 1400 .875 49 70 99 140 198 221 313 383 495
 1800 .992 64 90 127 180 255 285 402 493 636
 2000 1.045 71 100 141 200 283 316 447 548 707
 3500 1.383 124 175 247 350 495 553 783 959 1237
PERFORMANCE DATA: 
STANDARD ANGLE SPRAY
S
Highlighted column shows the rated pressure.
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DESCRIPTION
The "MG 200" Series magnet drive gear pumps are
compact precision performance products for high tech-
nology applications. The magnet drive principle pro-
vides a totally sealed pump chamber which is capable
of handling a wide range of corrosive liquids with a
high degree of safety. The housing of the pump and
the internal metal parts are in AISI 316 stainless steel.
The gears are available in PTFE or Peek.
In operation the MG 200 Series pumps are noiseless,
pulsation-free and capable of handling relatively hot
liquids i.e. 120°C (248°F) at a low coefficient of expan-
sion. The principle of the magnet drive comprises an
inner magnet, embodied in the pump, connected to
the driving gear and an outer magnet connected to
the motor shaft. The pole-to-pole alignment of the
magnets provides the driving motion to the pump.
Decoupling occurs when the pump load exceeds the
coupling torque between the magnets. 
In/out ports have 1/8'' NPT female  threads. A built-in
relief valve is available upon request.
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
· Medical and surgical equipment ·Lubrication
· Hemodialysis apparatus ·Seal flush
· Exhaust fumes treatment ·Sampling
· Cooling systems ·Lab instruments
· Ink-jet printing systems ·Laser apparatus
· Water purification and ultra-filtration
MG Gear Pump With AC Motor
0 to 170 LPH
ORDERING INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS
Temperature ranges :PTFE : -45°C (-49 F) / + 50°C (122F)
Ryton : -45°C (-49 F) / + 95°C (+203 F) 
Peek : -45°C (-49 F) / + 120°C (+248 F)
Max system pressure : 20 bar (290 psi) Temperature
requirements different from ambient temperature must
be mentioned on the order
Drive type MGC3 MGC28
*Voltage (V) 220 AC 110 AC
Frequency (Hz) 50 60
Poles 2 2
Rated speed (rpm) 2610 3550
Current consumption (A) 1.2 1.27
Output power (W) 110 110
Pump motor weight (Kg) 3,3 3.3
 
0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 4 0 1 6 0 1 8 0 2 0 0 L / h 
0 
2 
4 
6 
8 
1 0 
B a r 
0 
2 0 
4 0 
6 0 
8 0 
1 0 0 
1 2 0 
1 4 0 
P s i 
0 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0 4 5 5 0 G p h 
M G  2 0 9 
M G  2 1 3 
M G  2 0 4 
1) Specify Motor (Select “Drive Type”)  
2) Build Part Number From Table
DIMENSIONS(MM)
Notes: Characteristics with water at 20oC and without bypass, max vacuum
724 mm Hg. Use filter before pump not larger than 20 microns.
Drive Model Gear Housing Gear & Built-in Connections
Width Material Bushing Relief
Material Valve
MGC3
MGC28
MG 2 04=4mm
09=9mm
13=13m
X=Stainless
Steel(316)
P=PEEK B=Yes
S=No
17= 1/8” NPT
Threaded in-
line
E. Clark & Associates     10 Brent Drive     Hudson, MA  01749     Tel. 978 / 568 3400     Fax 978 / 568 0060
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8/31/13 McMaster-Carr
www.mcmaster.com/#catalog/119/405/=ob4u82 1/1
Pipe-Fitting Hydraulic Oil Filter
Inline, 1/4 NPT Female
Inline
for Particle Size, micron
10
25
40
90
$21.57 Each
9800K51
Related Product
Replacement Filter Elements
Trap small particles in high-pressure hydraulic oil lines. Filters are aluminum and have a porous bronze filter element. Seal is
fluoroelastomer. Twist the 1 3/8" hex to open filters and replace the filter element. All connections are female.
Connection Size 1/4
Maximum Flow, gpm 12
Maximum psi 3,000
Maximum Temperature 400° F
Diameter 1 1/2"
Port-to-Port Length 3 1/4"
Additional Specifications Inline
With NPT Connections
Need help finding a product?
E-mail or call (330) 342-6100.  
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